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personal competence, and sub
mitted a report of his study to the
chairman, Dr. Fretwell.

These various reports will be
edited and reviewed by Dr. Fretwell
and will be compiled into a single
report. The final report, scheduled
to be ready in six months, will be
presented to the President of the
University and the Commission on
Higher Education of the Middle
States Association.

The evaluation team emphasized
that it would be making specific
recommendations, but as Dr. Fret
well noted, "these are not ukases or
demands."

One member of the team, the
Very Rev. Eugene Van Antwerp of
the National Catholic Education
Association, was also a member of
the 1961 team that visited George
town from the Middle States. He
noted that the faculty no longer
looked at the students with an
interest in, "creating the typical
Georgetown student-blue blazer,
insignia and all." Now, he said, they
take the student "and try to help
him achieve his potentials as a
person."

He also said that an important
change had been the University's
emphasis in student development.

ersity property insurance carries
$10,000 deductible. Since WGTB's
damage was well under that figure,
the station is not covered.

The more likely possibility for
financial recovery is reimbursement
by the installers. Crane was con
sidered "possibly liable" for the
damage by Dixon. However, the
contract contains only a 90-day
guarantee on structural installation.
Deitz speculated that Crane might
carry some insurance to cover such
accidents.

WGTB is presently investigating
(Continued on Page 12)

Last week's high winds took their toll on Georgetown's already
crisis-ridden radio station WGTB. The 60 - 70 mile per hour gales
toppled GTB's antenna, thus forcing the station off the air. (Photo by
Keith King).

the ten schools of the University.
The team was briefed by the
Executive Committee of the Board
of Directors, the President, vice
presidents and various deans, and
also talked with members of the
University Senate and the under
graduate student government.

In preparation for the visit by
the evaluating team the University
initiated a thorough self-study. The
report of the self-study, entitled
Perspectives and Problems, was
published last month and attempts
to describe, according to Fr. Fitz
gerald, "whither Georgetown is
tending, and what its principle
strengths and weaknesses are."

Dr. Fretwell called the self-study
"very candid," and emphasized the
role the host university must play
in any evaluation. He said that it is
up to the university to jlrevent the
evaluation study from being per
functory, and therefore must take a
serious look at "what it is trying to
do, and decide just how well they
are doing it."

Each of the members of the
team, along with representatives of
the National League for Nursing
and the American Bar Association,
were assigned to investigate a
specific area of the University. Each
team member studied a field of his

which gave tore a huge hole in
Copley roof as its steel plate was
yanked out by the falling antenna.

Deitz expressed his relief that
the three complementary guide
points held onto the roof, keeping
the fallen tower on Copley roof and
averting a possible tragedy.

WGTB is attempting to recover
its losses through insurance or
installer liability. Sam Brown,
insurance coordinator for George
town University, is in the midst of
"preliminary investigations to
determine the liability."

Brown explained that univ-

by Tom Sheeran
Contributing Editor

A team from the Middle States
Association yesterday completed an
intensive three day evaluation study
of Georgetown University.

The Middle States Association
accredits colleges and universities,
and emphasized that the "evalua
tion is for reaffirmation" only. The
Rev. Thomas Fitzgerald, S.J., aca
demic vice president, also stressed
that the University's accreditation
is "in no way endangered."

The 11 member team, led by Dr.
Elbert K. Fretwell, Jr., President of
the State University College at
Buffalo, met Monday and Tuesday
with representatives of all sectors of

Middle States Team Studies GU,
~,y Final Evaluation Due in August

initiated the petition."
Shankman, who is also Comp

troller of the Student Government,
commented on the petition move
saying, "While I accept the idea
behind the recall, its political
implications are something that I
cannot accept. Student government
has to have room for all divergent
opinion's. Personal vendettas have
no place in the student senate."

Shankman contended that Ken
Johnson, an unsuccessful presi
dential candidate, took part in the
initiation of action against him for
personal reasons. The freshmen
senators categorically denied that
Johnson did initiate their petition.
Glenn Corbett commented, "We
were totally disassociated from Ken
Johnson."

Johnson, who endorsed Zinn for
the senate seat, passed out a letter

(Continued on Page 9 )

Dr. Elbert K. Fretwell, Jr., President of the State University College at
Buffalo, is the chairman of the Middle States team which came to
Georgetown early this week to evaluate the University. With him is the
Very Rev. Eugene Van Antwerp of the National Catholic Education
Association, another member of the evaluation team. (Photo by Pat
Early)

Forsythe Discusses Lottery,
Explains Housing Situation

by Tim Brown by the Housing Committee. campus for their four years at
After Sunday night's Student The recent release of Universi: Geo~ret<:,wn, Miss Forsythe answer-

Senate meeting, Miss Suzanne For- ty-owned t?wnhouses for stu.dents ed, . ThIS was 3; complete fallacy,
sythe, acting director of housing, use was discussed, Asked If the and m the housing broch.ure ~emg

spoke with interested students on ~ovyn~o~ses would be .under .the sent out to freshmen this will b~,
next year's housing problems. JU~IsdictIOn of the H?usmg"OffIce, made clear..All freshmen, though,

Many of the grievances centered M.ISS Forsythe explame~, People (Contmued on Page 12)
uou~ ilie ~~om~g ~ttMy,willhne~~~y,h~mgo~M---~-------~-~-----------------------------------~
which was decided upon by the Ad two ref~ren<:es, much I.Ike any other
Hoc Housing Committee upon the r~ntal situation, and SIg~,a lease for
recommendations of the House either ten or 12 months.
Council Presidents. It was suggested Due to the fact. that the
to Miss Forsythe that the $5 townhouses are unfurhlshed~ Stu
application fee be returned to those dent Development has considered
students denied rooms. At a meet- buying used furniture and renting it
ing held Monday it was decided to students.
that after April 20, those unable to The increase in transfer students
get a room on campus would who will be enrolled next year was
receive the $5 refund. also brought to Miss Forsythe's

Another concern was the attention. She stated that transfer
method to be used in the selection students will be treated separately.
of Harbin clusters. As it stands They are not guaranteed rooms on
now, the sum of the numbers campus but she said, "The housing
drawn by the eight applicants for a committee has approached the
cluster will be the number used. It Washington Club about housing
was suggested that the sum total of transfer students in their homes."
the eight be divided by four so that She added that the idea was greeted
students 'would still have an oppor- with a great deal of enthusiasm.
tunity for a double-occupancy Confronted by two freshmen
room if they fail to get a cluster. who were under the impression
This idea was also later agreed upon they were guaranteed rooms on

by Art Wheeler
Questioning official student

government election results, six
newly elected freshmen senators
(Lenny Austin, Mike Connelly,
Glenn Corbett, Doug Kellner, Pat
Mahoney and Steve Serra) last week
initiated a successful petition to
recall Neil Shankman (ColI. '74).

Shankman officially finished
fifth in the freshmen at-large senate
race, four votes ahead of Chris Zinn
(SFS '74). However, in the original
tallies, Zinn had received a plurali
ty, and it is due to this that the
official results are being questioned.

Austin explained, "There was a
big difference between the original
vote count which I stood over, and
the official election results. I don't
think that Chris Zinn got a fair
shake. There is some question
whether Neil Shankman actually
won. To remove all question, we

GU Station Blown Off the Air
Seek Ways to Resume Service

by Bob Hayes
Georgetown's beleagered radio

station, WGTB-FM, was suddenly
knocked off the air last Thursday
when gusty, 60 m.p.h, winds blew
the station's antenna down on
Copley roof.

Robert Dixon, director for
student activities and recently
appointed agent for the licensee of
WGTB, termed the antenna a "total
loss." The value of the antenna
tower, antenna and transmitter
cable, all of which were destroyed,
was placed at about $5,900.

An RCA report, which was to

Sh I R II d
have settled a standing controversy
between the station and thean i.man eca e Georgetown science departments,
had recently recommended a slight

CI · 'V d ,lowering of the antenna tower to- almS en etta re~uce .radio i~te~ference in the
ReISS SCIence Building,

The new tower, installed last
summer to accommodate increased
wattage, replaced a previous
40 - foot tower. Crane Antenna's,
Inc., which installed the new tower,
is the same firm which installed the
old tower in 1960.

Crane had erected an extra
guideline and strengthened supports
to hold the larger antenna tower
secure. All isntallations were within
the bounds of safety, according to
an FCC inspector.

No one yet is able to lay the
responsibility for the crash any
where. Crane kept all facilities in
top shape, according to Arthur
Deitz, broadcast engineer for
Georgetown. He pointed out that
Crane recently "painted over the
tower and replaced rusted guide
wires with new ones."

Of the four guidepoints which
supported the tower, three man
aged to hold onto the roof. The one
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Deans;" the plan would also main
tain the presence of the Student
Senate as a "consultative body."

In response to the newsletter,
the Rev. Thomas Fitzgerald, S.J.,
academic vice-president, outlined
his views for the place of students
on administrative and departmental
committees and the function of
administration generally.

As far as the existence of an
"advise-and-consent" University
Faculty Senate, Fr. Fitzgerald re
marked that in such a case the
President of the University would
be potentially held in such a
position that he would not be able
to act decisively or quickly on
important and immediate issues.

The Agenda wished to make
clear its position that the admini
strative branch of the University
should be "autonomous" but basic
ally "auxiliary" in function to the
academic faculty. As Fr. Fitzgerald
sees it, "the administration is
certainly not in a servant relation to
the faculty. Basically the purpose
of the administrators is to make the
show run. We wish to share with
the faculty as much as feasible the
decision making of the University. I
just don't happen to agree with this
man's position on University
governance. I don't think trading
insults and shouting will accomplish
anything positive."

,
/"

ESTABLISHED 1930

Spring Neckwear
In Smart, New Stripes, Solid

Colors and New Clubs.
$5. to $8.50

A great new Gant shirt. With a bolder, higher collar
And with wider placket in front. The body is trim and
tapered. Tailored with infinite care from collar to cuffs.
In a soft, cotton imported broadcloth. - $11 to $13.

The flamboyant Keats.

GiANT
S ........ ATtv1.,o..KERS

Georgetown University Shop
36th & N Streets, N.W.

337-8100

Store Hours: 9:30 to 6 Daily, including Saturdays.
Free Parking on our Lot middle of our block on 36th Street.

-

elected Chairmen, appropriate
Faculty committees, and consulta
tive Student panels."

(2) Self-governed schools, each
including a policymaking Faculty
Executive Council, a Student Aca
demic Committee for "consult
ation," and an administrative Aca
demic Dean.

(3) An administered University
much as it now exists, but with the
University Faculty Senate given
higher status as COCa) a regular
advisory body to the President and
(b) an advise-and-consent giving
body for University-wide policy
decisions in academic and bud
getary matters and for appoint
ments of the President, Academic
Vice Presidents and Academic

the Jewish Theological Seminary in
New York.

March 28 - "Islamic Mysti
cism," with Dr. Donald Magnetti,
S.J., Woodstock College in New
York.

April 4 - "Christian Mysti
cism," by Bernard Nachbar of
Loyola College, New York.

Admission to all lectures is free.

THE BOrA.

105431 St. NW- Georgetown
Washington, DC 20007

Help Wanted
Young man wanted for courier work.
Can be part time (mornings) and full
time summer. Must have driver's
licence and type a little (speed not
essential). Primary function involves
securing visas from the Eastern
European embassies and legations.
Pleasant working conditions in
Georgetown location. Kindly tele
phone 333-2183 after 10:30 a.m, and
ask for Mr. Steeber.

CANAL SQUARE
- M en's Hair Stylist

STUDENTS!
We Are Specializing
In Long Hair! Don't
Trust Anyone Else!

Visit Us!
By Appointment

337-2800.
PHIL & ISIDRO & WALTER

'Agenda' Attacks Student Power;
Fitzgerald Disputes Propositions

by Tom alp
Agenda for Georgetown VIII, a

newsletter presenting conservative
faculty views, released an issue this
week advocating careful examina
tion of student participation in
University governance.

This publication, under the
editorship of Dr. Cyril Zebot,
reviews what it calls "the erosion of
academic governance through
expanding student membership." In
response to this problem, Agenda
calls for several new proposals
creating an updated form of Univer
sity governance.

The Agenda highlighted the
following points:

(1) "Self-administered aca-
demic departments with facult.y-.

The Trinity Parish Council is
sponsoring a five-part Lenten series
on the "Mystical Experience." The
lectures are being held each Sunday
night during Lent at 8 p.m. in the
Holy Trinity Grade School Hall.

The first in the series was given
Sunday, March 7 , by Dr. Louis
Dupre of the GU Philosophy
Department on the topic "The
Mystical Dimension of Life." Re
maining lectures in the series will
include:

March 14 - Dr. Thomas J. J.
Altizer of the Stonybrook branch
of the State University of New
York, who will speak on the topic
"Eastern Mysticism and the Chris
tian Christ."

March 21 - "Jewish Mysti-
cism," by Rabbi Seymour Siegel of

The Student Mobilization
Committee needs volunteers,
many volunteers, to help
build the spring peace
actions. Come down to 1029
Vermont Ave (8th floor) NW
and/or call 638-6601. Do
something - Do it now.

Mystical Experience
Theme of Lenten Forum

•••anything goes
Page Two

Gene Rayburn must be a very pure person. When
questioning Mama Rueckel during her socko appearance on
To Tell The Truth last January 15 (incidentally, should the
housing crisis deteriorate any further, Mama is preparing to
leave GU before the Tuesday lunch bunch gets her and join
the faculty of the Yale cooking school), Mr. Rayburn made
clear that he hasn't been keeping up with perversion in the
arts-he had never heard of Georgetown.

Our public relations office, for all their exciting press
releases about Artie White's vital statistics and the latest
deceased Jesuit, has failed to cope with the fact that, judging
from some segments of contemporary culture, Swift
Potomac's Lovely Daughter may indeed be Swift Potomac's
Lovely Son in drag. That is, GU, thanks to certain authors,
has an image of being as heterosexual as the balcony of a
42nd Street movie house.

It probably all began with Mr. Mart Crowley, who traipsed
about these parts a decade ago while he was a Catholic
University undergraduate. Mr. Crowley was the father of the
spectacularly successful Off-Broadway hit, The Boys In The
Band.

The leading character in TBITB is Michael Connelly (a
great Georgetown-type name) who is a thirty year-old
homosexual author living in New York and a GU alumnus to
boot. During the course of the play, we learn that Michael
may have been having an affair during college with his
now-married ex-roommate, Alan McCarthy (ah, those
Georgetown names!). Also hurled into this equation is
another gay blade, Justin Stuart (now that's a bit much) who
was Michael's lover at Georgetown but was rejected by Alan.
And they said last year's NIT bid was good PR ... Well,
anyway, for 1000 plus performances in Manhattan, and, still
worse, in cinemas around the world, Georgetown was
presented as a hot-house for young Oscar Wildes. But hell,
we're sports. Just because Notre Dame flipped and sued when
the film John Goldfarb, Please Come Home! dared to impugn
their blessed football team, why should we get a little
nervous?

Gore Vidal, no stranger to the more bizzare side of life
(Myra Breckenridge), next dropped Georgetown's name onto
the best seller list via his Two Sisters. This memoir in the
form of a novel tells how Gore was mad for this blond athlete
named Eric but never made any progress in seducing him so
he settled for Eric's twin sister, Erica. Out of these exotic
erotics came an illegitimate son, also christened Eric, who,
Vidal explains, was shipped off by mama and papa to Dee
Cee to attend Georgetown's School of Foreign Service. And
as for little Eric, like father, like son.

The latest fictional broadside at GU came on Monday
night when NBC showed Vanished, the film partially made at
GU last fall. One of the sub-plots discusses how a Presidential
assistant has up and disappeared along with a member of
Georgetown's math department and that the country
suspects that the reason these two lads commenced to
truckin' was that the President's opponents have evidence the
pair wasn't exactly platonic in their friendships.

Our connection with gay liberation is not restricted solely
to the land of make-believe, mind you. A Dr. Frank
Kameny , an independent candidate for the District's house
seat, proudly advertises his connection with Georgetown in
his campaign literature-ten years ago he was in the astrono
my department (the astronomy department?). Dr. Kameny
also proudly advertises that he is the first avowed homosexual
to run for Congress. Catholic University gets Ed McMahon,
Helen Hayes. Boston University gets Joan Baez, Martin
Luther King. We get Michael, Alan, Justin, Eric of the SFS,
and candidate Kameny.

Why? Perhaps because the problem was real in those
bygone days of strict curfews that forced supposedly
maturing adolescents into a repressive discipline that enabled
them to spend little time with anyone but each other. The
outside world was verboten, there weren't even girls in
Copley. Just rules. Just manifestations of the male-oriented
hierarchy such as hazing (so that's where Fellini got the idea
for Satyricon) which way back when made Oh! Calcutta
resemble The Sound ofMusic.

I'm sure Crowley et al are polite folk. They ought to send
a note of thanks to those who helped form the GU image.
And those formers owe the rest of the GU community a wee
bit of an apology, if any of them are still alive. Most GU
alumni and students would rather remember their alma mater
as something other than the school that made Mart Crowley
rich.
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different simulations: one which
paralleled the Kashmir dispute,
another paralleling the Korean
conflict and a third in which a
non-nuclear world was given a crisis
and attempted to settle it without
reverting to nuclear weapons. Koz
lowski said that the purpose of the
games was "to teach the student
participants certain aspects of inter
national relations by allowing them
to actually experience decision
making."

A series of seminars and lectures
for the faculty moderators was
highlighted by a keynote address
delivered by Dr. Peter Krogh, dean
of the School of Foreign Service.
The address discussed the necessity
for students to understand foreign

Dr. Dorothy Brown

cultures, and praised the model UN
as one way to fulfill this need.
Georgetown faculty who partici
pated in the seminars included Dr.
Dorothy Brown, Dr. Paul Ello, Dr.
Jan Karski, Dr. Luis Aguilar, Dr.
Lee Houchins, and Dr. Jules Davids.

Three guest speakers spoke to
the students and moderators at
various times during NAIMUN.
They were Ambassador Glenn A.
Olds, former US representative to
the Economic and Social Council;
Ambassador Charles Yost, former
chief US representative to the UN,
and Senator Hubert Humphrey,
who also gave out awards to ten of
the best delegations. All three
speakers spoke of the need for the
US, of possible new directions it
might take and of how the United
States might better participate.

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

PACIFIC GAS
& ELECTRIC

Plus JEREMY STORCH
Coming March lS-DILLARDS

March 21 & 22-"BEST OF THE HOOTS"

Hootenanny Every Sunday Night

34th & M Sts.
Georgetown

Res: 337-3389 ~

Coming

,..

NATHAN1S
Serving Dinner

6 p.m. ·tiI11:30 p.rn.
Corner Wisconsin &. M
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member states and six non-voting
observer delegations, had four com
mittess of the whole which dealt
with topics such as disarmament,
peacekeeping, hijacking, the Inter
national Court of Justice, Palestin
ian Refugees, apartheid in South
Africa, international trade and
monetary reform.

The Security Council, with 15
member nations, handled the prob
lem of Southern Africa and the
admission of Red China.

The Economic and Social Coun
cil, a body which is rarely held as
part of a model UN, had four
committees dealing with the areas
of human rights, economic develop
ment, education and environment.

INS is a totally different kind of
simulation. Tom Kozlowski said
that it was a "learning experience
designed to provide the participant
with an empathetic understanding
of the workings of the political,
economic, and military interactions
between nations in a representative
model world." It consisted of three

and the use of utensils other than
those with self contained heating
elements. Specific instructions were
issued to all on-campus students
during the summer informing them
of the enforcement policy. How
ever, the difficulty of strict enforce
ment has led many to believe that
the policy is no longer in effect.

Miss Forsythe explained that she
has reached a "working agreement"
with Quad residents on this matter.
However, she attributes this to the
fact that her office is located in the
Quadrangle and that she has more
contact with these students.

The rising cost of the meal plan
has led the housing office to
explore the feasibility of installing
kitchens in the men's residence
halls. However, they are reluctant
to sacrifice valuable bed space. It is
Miss Forsythe's hope that in some
cases small kitchens might be
installed, although she emphasized
that nothing concrete has been
settled.

with sageworth and drums

sunday,
march 21, 7 p.m.

catholic university
gym

information:

529-6000. ext. 498

na
na

sha

ALL TICKETS $2.00
GEN. ADM.

in concert

by Bob Kiely
In a memo issued by the

individual dormitory housemasters,
the Housing Office has restated its
intention to enforce the regulations
governing cooking in student
rooms.

Miss Suzanne Forsythe, acting
director of housing, explained that
a number of violations were
brought to her attention via mem
bers of the Physical Plant staff.
Coupled with this was a further
warning from the University in
surers that, unless cooking in the
rooms is terminated, the University
insurance policy would come under
revision.

Basically, the guidelines on re
frigerators and cooking utensils in
the dormitories, as listed in the
G-Book, prohibit the use of refrig
erators larger than three cubic feet

International Relations Club Hosts
NAIMUN's 8th Annual Conference

by Harry McFarland
The eighth annual North Ameri

can Model United Nations
(NAIMUN), sponsored by the Inter
national Relations Club of George
town University, was held last
weekend at the Shoreham Hotel.

NAIMUN VIII was one of the
largest model UN's ever run for high
school students, with over 2,200
attending, some coming from as far
away as Hawaii. Patrick Kapun
(SFS '72), the Secretary General
and the 87 club members were
assisted by members of Alpha Phi
Omega, who served as sergeants at
arms.

In addition to the three main
bodies of the United Nations, the
General Assembly, the Security
Council and the Economic and
Social Council, NAIMUN VIII con
sisted of an Inter-Nation Simulation
(INS) under Tom Kozlowski (SFS
'72) and the Teachers Institute
which was under Robert Simmons
(SGS '72).

The General Assembly with 127

'G-Bool~' to Be Enforced:
On Appliance Violations

Although it's important to
know the facts about diamonds,
you certainly don't have to be an
expert to choose a Keepsake Dia
mond Ring ... because Keepsake
guarantees a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect clar
ity or replacement assured. The fa
mous Keepsake certificate provides
permanent registration, trade-in
value and protection against loss
of diamonds from the setting.

Your Keepsake Jeweler has
a complete selection of new styles.
He's in the Yellow Pages under
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or
night long distance 800-243-6000.
In Connecticut, call 800-942-0655.

Keepsa.ke@
REGISTERED DIAMOND RINGS

~

COLOR: Fine white diamonds are
quite rare and valued accordingly.
Other shades in relative order of
their worth are: blue, yellow,
brown and black.

CUT: The cut of a diamond-the
facets placed on it by a trained
cutter-brings out the gem's fire
and brilliance. Anything less than
correct cut reduces beauty, bril
liance and value.

CLARITY: Determined by the ab
sence of small impurities. A per
fect diamond has no impurities
when examined under ten power
magnification by a trained eye.

CARAT: A diamond's size is
measured in carats. As a diamond
increases in size, its price will
increase even more if the quality
remains constant. But larger dia
monds of inferior quality may ac
tually be worth less than smaller,
perfect diamonds.

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it's for keeps

You've dreamed about your
diamond engagement ring a thou
sand times. But now that you
know it's for keeps, it's time to
stop dreaming and start learning
about diamonds and their value.

Because no two diamonds
are exactly alike, jewelers have
adopted exacting standards to de
termine the relative value of each
and every diamond in the world.
These standards include a dia
mond's size (carat weight), color,
cut and clarity.

I
E

;--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------j, ,
i HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING i
: Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" !
! plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25¢. !
! S-7l !, .
: Name I, ,, ,, ,, ,
: Address :. ,. ,, ,, ,
J City Co. :, ,, ,, ,
! State ZIP!, ,
i KEEPSAKE, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201 !
1. __- .. _----------------------------------------------- •

-Dr. Jules Davids, Professor of History, was one of the several faculty
members who spoke at last weekend's National Invitational Model
United Nations, hosted by the Georgetown International Relations
Club.
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Rostrum

House Huntingtl) Anyone?

Finding Someone Else

As the March 18 housing lottery ominously
approaches, hundreds of Georgetown under
graduates have absolutely no idea where they
will be living next year.

Will there be room on campus? If not, will
there be University townhouses available? If
there are not enough of those, and there
certainly will not be, how far off campus will
I have to live? What will be my transportation
needs? Will I have to invest in a car? What will
be the total costs of off-campus housing and
transportation?

These are all questions with which
undergraduate students are now confronted.
However these questions need not have been
posed at all, had the University perceived the
problem and planned for its rational solution
over the past several years.

The suddenness of this year's crisis is
unsettling. The Office of Planning and
Development is quite properly discussing the
issue of whether or not Georgetown should
ever construct another conventional
dormitory as we know them. Psychologists,
architects and cost analysts question past

For most of us, Georgetown is not the real
world. Georgetown is a four-year hiatus from
home where we hopefully prepare ourselves
for coping with the real world. Thus, the
undergraduate politics of GU should not be
taken as seriously as some of our brethren do.
Yet, even in this imitation of life, there are
things which cannot be tolerated.

A conflict of interest cannot be tolerated,
especially in student government. Neil Shank
man, as Comptroller of the Cochetti regime, is
the possessor of a serious conflict of interest
problem. In his role as chief financial
ombudsman, he is responsible for the
expenditures of all undergraduate student
activities through both maintaining their
solvency, and assuring that they do not
exceed their budgeted limits.

Indeed, he is planning to revamp the entire
current procedure for the financial dealings of
undergraduate activities, including in this
revamping a proposal that all expenditures of
more than 1% of any activities' budget must
be authorized by him, an unprecedented idea
and probably one that would massively
complicate the now-efficient procedure. Fur
ther, it would seriously undermine the

methods used in the construction of dorm
itories, and University planning officials are
currently studying ways in which current
problems can be rectified to meet modern
student needs.

However, the fact that the problem is
currently under consideration, as good and
well-considered as the planners ideas are, is
not helping the countless undergraduates who
are now wandering around in the dark with
no concept of the conditions under which
they will be living next year. What's more, the
parents of these students expect, and quite
rightly so, to have some idea of their financial
needs for the coming year, as well as the
housing facilities which will be available.

Director of Housing, Suzanne Forsythe has
said that she plans to institute a service run by
volunteers to assist students in finding
off-campus housing. It is indeed to be hoped
that the University hire someone to see it
through. Georgetown students deserve better
than an open-end maze in their search for
housing during their years at Georgetown.

Student Activities Office, whose help has
been invaluable in the day to day operations
of practically all organizations.

Regardless of how one feels about Mr.
Shankman's grand designs, we don't feel these
designs should be executed by Mr. Shankman.
The recall movement notwithstanding, Shank
man is a Student Senator. Student govern
ment's very existence is a considerably
controversial issue in its own right. Having as
Comptroller one who a priori admits that
there should indeed be a student government
by his participation in it strikes us as
disquieting. In addition, Shankman's name
has for some time graced the staff block of
The Georgetown Voice, a situation we also
find unusual since publication appropriations
are annually a burning issue.

To put it simply, we feel Neil Shankman
should be removed as Comptroller of Student
Government. In a University with a highly
competent undergraduate business school,
surely someone both more qualified in
accounting and bookkeeping procedures and
without disturbing conflict of interest prob
lems must exist. We urge Mr. Cochetti to find
that someone.

Now that the first reactions against the Selective Service
Act have passed over, the nation at large is beginning to
think soberly about its implications.

As college students, our interest concerns the effect of
the draft upon the status of colleges and universities
generally, and upon our lives in particular. A considerable
amount of fear permeated college youth at first, but this
gave way to what an editorial in this newspaper called
"reluctant toleration." We have accepted the draft as
something "inevitable" in our lives, and let the subject end
there.

Once we had disposed of the philosophy of the
situation, many practical problems cropped up. Signs of
unrest were again noticeable on the country's campuses, so
much so that school authorities everywhere considered it
serious enough to provoke a conference which met here in
Washington shortly after the turn of the year.

The unrest was caused by worry over the possibilities of
an unfinished education, and the apparent waste of many
years of study, unrewarded by a degree. In many homes,
which sent students to college by dint of extreme sacrifice,
there was an economic problem, for young people after
graduation would be potential contributors to the family
treasury; if called to the colors, such contributions could
not be forthcoming, and family reserves would remain
depleted in the face of rising taxes, cost of living, etc.
Again, many students saw in the draft only a call to death
on some foreign battlefield, and by the process of
imagination were able to work themselves into a high pitch
of mental distress.

With the establishment of defense committees in the
various institutions, educators have done something
concrete for a return to normality. Students will be able to
present their problems to competent authority, and expect
to receive a positive and intelligent answer. Georgetown
University has set up such committees in its various
schools, and selective service information will be given
individually by committee members 111 inquirers, and
generally through The HOYA.

However, whether the experiment will prove successful
seems to depend entirely upon the administration and
resourcefulness of the organization, and also upon the
confidence in which the students hold the individual
members. Similar advisory boards have been formed, and
while doing some good, they have apparently failed in
cases where the need was greatest.

Certainly, these defense committees will achieve no
practical results unless the difficulties of the students,
whether well founded or not, are taken in a serious light.
This is not to say that all measures taken will be
"psychiatric," but it does mean that the over-all
restlessness on the campus will have to be dealt with as
being of that nature.

We only hope that some way will be found to aid in a
similar way those men of college age not on college
campuses, and hence not in a position to derive the
potential benefits of these defense committees.

by George H. Cain, Coil. '42
Asst. Univ. Editor The HOYA March 5, 1941
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African Symposium

To the Editor:
As a non-black fairly interested

in the continent of Africa, I was
pleased to learn that the BSA of
Georgetown was sponsoring an
African History and Cultural
Symposium. For some time I have
felt that this area of the globe has
been sorely neglected by GU and
the SFS conspicuously in partic
ular, while courses on Latin
America virtually jump from the
course book. Participation in such a
symposium was awaited with antici
pation.

Unfortunately, the experience
proved somewhat less satisfying. I
suppose that such a ground-zero
talk as "What Africa is today and
want to be tomorrow" cannot deal
with too many specifics and I
expected a certain degree of gen
eralization. I did not, however,
think that anyone, African or not,
belching platitudes or overwhelm
ing with overwhelming statements
constituted the opening of a serious
symposium on Africa and its
problems (not to mention its very
great capacity to solve them). I was
wrong.

The address by Yerni Agbeyegbe
was just that. Being semi-objective
(i.e. "neo-colonialist"), I do not
think that either subjugation of
Africa to the Western corporate
megamachine or that revolution

and the establishment of a totally
anti-Western "Socialist Industrial
ization" are the real solutions
Africa will seek for her present
problems. The answers exist some
where in the judicious combination
of the best qualities of humanism
and technology (in that order) from
both systems within the context of
African culture. That middle
ground was eliminated by Brother
Agbeyegbe. ("There is no halfway,
you are either pregnant or you're
not.") Development must be made
in terms of Africa, not arbitrarily
decided in terms of competition
with an imaginary yardstick. This is
the pit into which the industrial
nations have fallen and it would not
be wise to copy them, knowing
where it leads. But Agbeyegbe has
leaped with a smile-capitalism is
the enemy, socialism the salvation;
the West is evil, but "I won't
criticize the Soviet Union;" in
dustrialization is a necessity even if
we must destroy the consumer-and
on and on.

I was disappointed by the cliches
of Agbeyegbe's talk, but I was even
more disappointed by the poor
turn-out in Palms Lounge. Such a
student run symposium (aside from
CONTAC) is a rare event and quite
a valuable one. I hope that interest
and attendance improves greatly
and that the quality of the
discussions is not too far behind.

James M. John
SFS'72

Abortion, Vol. IV

To the Editor:
Some months ago would you

have accepted an FBI advertisement
to report on the whereabouts of the
Berrigans? How would that have
gone over on campus? And if you
had been a Dutch student news
paper in 1944 would you have
accepted an advertisement from the
Gestapo for the denunciation of
Jews? Voluntarily? For payment?

I do not wish to compare the
Berrigans with Jews or fetuses.
Neither do I want to compare the
FBI, the Gestapo and abortionists. I
am simply puzzled by your line of
reasoning. Yes, it is legal to
denounce the Berrigans; yes, it was
legal to denounce the Jews in
Holland; yes, it is legal to have an
abortion in New York; and, yes, in
all these cases your readers might
be interested in knowing of the
alternatives open to them. And no I
do not think you did it for money,
and no I do not think you would
have voluntarily placed a Gestapo
ad in Holland.

But you have left me a mightily
puzzled Dutch obstetrician, in
terested in fetal physiology. Instead
of just stating your ethic of
responsibility once again, could you
answer specifically what you would
have done with the FBI or Gestapo
adds?

I am not pushing for campus
turmoil, but for campus thought.

Andre E. Hellegers, M.D.
Professor of Obstetrics

Gynecology

Support for M & B

Mr. Johnson

To the Editor:
I gave to The HOYA for their

information, and to the Student
Senate the following letter:

"There has always been a certain
tension between myself and Neil
Shankman, since his election to the
Senate, a matter of trust.

During the recent Presidential
campaign, Mr. Shankman appeared
to be responsible for the spread of
certain unfounded rumors that
affected the conduct of my
campaign. It was rumored that Mr.
Shankman was among the people
who produced the "Neil the wheel"
mid-night flyer, but I have no
certain knowledge of the facts."

On March 3, 1971, I released the
following letter to the Quad:

"You know that Chris Zinn was
not seated in the Student Senate
last night. It's my fault and I'm
sorry.

During the debate last night, I
voted not to have a run-off election
between Chris and Neil Shankman.
I felt that Dan Gioia's election was
fairly settled in the recount. How
ever in Chris' election, the recount
vote totals changed after each
recount. In addition, the recount
before the ballot boxes were
moved had Neil and Chris tied. So
I voted against having two run-offs,
because I wanted to see out of
fairness, only Chris' run-off. My
vote was the final tie-breaking vote.
You know the rest. So I blew it,
because I thought the senate would
have voted for a run-off only for
Chris and Neil.

Petitions are going to be sent out
that will call for a new election.
Please help Chris out, he deserves
your support.

P.S. Thank you everybody for
your support in the campaign. With
the new senate, hopefully with
Chris in it, we can get things done."

Later that week, I went to Neil's
room to talk over our personal
differences. Without telling me,

Neil turned on his tape recorder.
For two hours or so, we talked over
many subjects, while I was sup
posedly unaware that everything
was being recorded. Finally Neil
said that the tape recorder had been
on. I pretended not to understand.
Then he said, "Don't worry, the
tape recorder was not on."

I feel after the past event
between Neil and myself, my
doubts about his character were
unfortunately confirmed. But now,
since the question of Mr. Shank
man's ethics and right to the
Student Senate seat and the office
of Student Government Comp
troller will come before the Senate,
I must abstain from all Senate
debates and votes on Mr. Shank
man's fitness for office. It's the
only way to be fair to Neil.

Those are the facts. I have never
and will never hide from my
constituents' view or judgment,
Decide for yourself.

The accusations of the letter
were based on information given by
trusted friends. If you can't trust
your friends, then who can you
trust?

I assume full responsibility for
the effects of this letter upon Neil's
reputation. I shall not make such an
error again. The unity of Student
Government depends on all parties
working together, without the bit
terness of the past campaign. If the
voters are willing to have Neil
Shankman as their representative,
then I will work with Neil.

Although I have made certain
character judgments on Neil, it
was not my intention to falsely
slander Mr. Shankman. Neil Shank
man can be judged on his own
merits. I am deeply sorry and
apologize for damage that my
accusation may have caused.

I repeat to the best of my
knowledge, these words are the
facts. I have never and will never
hide from my constituents' view or
their judgment. Decide for your
self.

Kenneth Johnson
Senator-at-Large '73

Mr. Shankman

To the Editor:
On March 3, a letter was released

by Kenneth Johnson to the res
idents of the Quad. This was
followed by a second letter that
was brought to my attention on
March 7 at a Senate Meeting. I now
request that The HOYA reprint the
second letter, which includes the
text of the first one and allow me
to attempt to clear up some of Mr.
Johnson's irresponsible allegations.

"There has always been a certain
tension between myself and Neil
Shankman, since his election to the
Senate, a matter of trust.

During the recent Presidential
campaign, Mr. Shankman appeared
to be responsible for the spread of
certain unfounded rumors that
affected the conduct of my cam
paign. It was rumored that Mr.
Shankman was among the people
who produced the "Neil the wheel"
mid-night flyer, but I have no
certain knowledge of the facts.

Mr. Johnson's irresponsible
attempt to implicate me in the
"Neil the Wheel" fiasco has shown
me the depths to which George
town politics can stoop. Guilt by
insinuation is undoubtedly the
most deplorable way of discrediting
a person. I emphatically deny that I
had anything at all to do with the
flyer and I call on Mr. Johnson to
name one person who can link me
with the flyer about Neil Scotti. I
further call on Mr. Johnson to find
even one slight instance when I was
"responsible for the spread of
certain unfounded rumors." Both
of these charges are unmitigated
lies.

Later in Mr. Johnson's letter, he
refers to a meeting in my room. He
stated that a tape recorder was
taking down our conversation. This
is a blatant and purposely malicious
lie. Not only was the tape recorder
not on, but Mr. Johnson knew this
fact. During the course of our
conversation, I jokingly referred to
the possibility of using a tape
against him. When I said this, he
walked over to the tape recorder

and double checked to make sure
that the reels were not turning and
that the machine was not on.

Mr. Johnson's "doubts" about
my character cannot be, as he puts
it, confirmed, when one realizes the
entire nature of this misguided
vendetta. Perhaps what should be
examined are Mr. Johnson's own
ethics. Possibly, a more relevant
question is what motivates a person
to play such cheap politics. The
answer is quite simple. I offered to
help organize Roger Cochetti's
campaign in a few of the freshmen
dorms. With a number of friends
helping, we canvassed many fresh
men rooms. In our conversation on
the night of March 3, Mr. Johnson
said that the reason he was
attempting to get me out of the
Senate and the office of Student
Government Comptroller was that
he feared what I could do to his
"presidential campaign next year."
While I was highly impressed by Mr.
Johnson's estimation of the power
of a few students to influence an
election, I realize that we played
only a small part in Roger's
election.

In conclusion (and I suppose as a
form of self-rationale), I should
explain my own view of all this. I
had decided not to indulge in
mud-slinging politics, but unfortun
ately I have been backed into a
corner. My integrity, my honesty,
and indeed my entire character
have been put up to public
questioning due to the false alleg
ations and leading insinuations of
Mr. Johnson. I had hoped to avoid
this ridiculous sort of petty
politics. I hoped that if I ignored
Mr. Johnson's ill-founded and
irrational arguments that perhaps
he would talk himself out, and
allow me to continue the projects
in which I am presently involved.
When his last letter appeared I was
finally forced to speak out. Surely I
have said enough. Hopefully, I have
explained my own position. It is
now time for the Senate to stop
playing politics and to begin work
on the urgent problems which are
facing us.

Neil Shankman
ColI. '74

To the Editor:
Mrs. Solterer and I noted with

gratification Dr. Ruff's proposal to
form an organization in support of
Mask and Bauble, and think that we
have been remiss in having done no
more than enjoy and admire the
splendid work of Dr. Donn Murphy
and the devotion and talent of our
student actors. We wish to help.

We believe that our theater is a
credit to Georgetown and Washin
gton. Its high level of performance
has already been recognized by
many competent judges. Further
more, the Jesuit Fathers, in times
no less troubled than our own, did
not overlook the civilizing function
of the stage. The theater can be for
all a gentle coordinator of passions.
The long history of our Mask and
Bauble is evidence that this con
viction remains alive with us.

We welcome Dr. Ruff's appeal
for our Georgetown Theater and we
promise to support it.

Josef Sol terer
Dept. of Economics

Congratulations and ...

To the Editor:
It has come to my attention that

circulating around campus is a
rumor So unfounded that it is
worth my denial. This rumor has it
that I have accused Roger Cochetti
of planning at this early date to call
for a student strike in May.

I have said nothing of the sort. I
wish it to be a matter of record that
I congratulate Roger for his impres
sive victory Monday, and that I
have confidence he will do a fine
job while in office. Furthermore, I
wish to announce that at this time I
have no intention of re-entering the
political world of Georgetown.

Should Roger be planning such
an event, however, may I remind
him that many students will be
visiting this campus and will be
needing a place to stay. I suggest he
discuss such a situation with How
ard Johnson.

Russ Moon
SFS'72
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and catwalks provide the perfect
framework upon which to build the
dialogue and action.

The stage is at once the deck of
the Pueblo, the Congressional sub
committee hearing room and the
hall of the naval board of inquiry.
Past and present elusively mingle,
divorce and reunite as the action
shifts from hearing to shipboard
and back.

It is unfortunate that the quality
of the play's trappings exceeds that
of its content. While the play
enjoys only moderate success in
reexamining and reinterpreting the
Pueblo incident, its technical and
formal perfection alone makes it
well worth seeing.

Edna Glitterhouse

lifetime trying to comprehend the
nature of reality through detach
ment and study found their gardens
very satisfying. The esthetic
emotion became preferred to what
had been known as religion, Eliade
says, and thus the sacrality of
nature declined. Through this
movement, man no longer had to
create the world which he inhabited
by structuring his life with a system
of belief. He merely had to set up
his own little world apart from
nature, and invest it with the value
and significance of a cosmos.

Georgetown? You can't keep
your garden and live in it, too. If
you choose religion, you can only
overcome profanity by surmount
ing maya, the world's illusion, and
becoming a servant of Krishna, the
supreme artist. Georgetown, paint
ing, the 19th Century, all these are
forms of illusion and disillusion.
Krishna is happy when we over
come the transient and gain the
Eternal. And remember, "When
Krishna is happy, everyone is
happy."("Back to Godhead," No.
36)

But, as Judy Agnew would say, I
digress. This has been a hectic week
for us all, what with Allen Gins
berg, Cezanne, three in the morn
ing, Krishna Consciousness and
Spring abounding. If you have had
the opportunity to become caught
up in these problems, visit the
Gallery Exhibit of the Nineteenth
Century Views of Georgetown
College, open for your viewing
pleasure through March 31. I found
that upon witnessing these paint
ings, all becomes clear, for the
moment.

\
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Lieutenant Schumacher (Tom Leopold), Com. Bucher (Shepperd
Strudwick), Ensign Harris (Dan Ahearn) and North Korean Officer,
Super C (Ned Beatty) in a scene from PUEBLO. Photo by Fletcher
Drake.

There remains a distance
between Bucher and the audience
which the acting, for lack of
material, cannot bridge. But where
the language fails, the staging
succeeds in making one not only
see and hear, but also feel, Bucher's
dilemma. Lighting techniques,
combined with the slow-motion
effects of the crew's movements,
provide an eerie and gripping sense
of the anguish to which Bucher's
decision to surrender subjects him.
Background sound-effects - of a
ship's engine, sirens and alarms 
compound the intensity of mood.

The set itself is a masterpiece,
well-suited to furthering the
message conveyed by the totality of
the play. The spare steel railings

Theater: Scapegoat Dilemma

Art: Small Moments of Clarity

PUEBLO by Stanley Greenberg.
Premiering at Arena State. Now
through April 4.

The USS Pueblo was captured
off the coast of North Korea, Jan.
23,1968. Although most of us have
probably forgotten all about it,
Stanley Greenberg's new play,
Pueblo, attempts to resurrect the
troublesome questions the incident
poses.

Com. Lloyd M. Bucher, played
by Shepperd Strudwick, is por
trayed as a man alone, disowned by a
military bureaucracy which will not
accept responsibility for its actions.
Bucher's superiors carry the old
game of passing-the-buck to ridic
ulous lengths before the Congres
sional subcommittee investigating
the affair, leaving Bucher the
hapless scapegoat for their neg
ligence.

And so Bucher, a man who can
state, "I believe in the United
States of America with all my
heart," finds himself in the absurd
position of having to bear the
punishment for the sins of his navy
and of his country.

The North Koreans who board
the Pueblo and beat and torture
Bucher and his crew harbor bitter
memories of American atrocities
during the Korean War. Bucher and
his men, as Americans, are made to
pay for the acts which went so long
unrevenged.

When Bucher surrenders, he is
vilified for placing the lives of his
crew above the protection of the
classified documents and espionage
equipment aboard the ship.

Pueblo is not, and cannot be, a
gripping or powerful play because
Bucher is neither a hero nor a
villain. He is an everyday man, who
when thrust into a situation where
he must choose between human life
and an abstract principle, i.e.
"honor," has the common sense to
opt for life.

Because the dialogue is taken
largely from the transcripts of the
military and Congressional investig
ations, it is terse and often
mundane. Strudwick's excellent
performance as Bucher, however,
squeezes all the vitality possible
from a somewhat lifeless script.

Upon entering the show pres
ently occupying the University
Gallery, "Nineteenth Century
Views of Georgetown College," one
becomes aware of many things.
There are five paintings by
Simpson, two by Fleischman, one
by Max Weyl, one unknown,
assorted prints, a room, the Healy
building, Georgetown University,

--..,
~

the year" and songs of the birth of
Christ with Indian chanting, in
cense and samsara, William Blake,
whose astonishing erudition suc
cessfully restores for Western litera
ture those very essential links which
unify the Judeo-Christian heritage
with that of the East, has been an
inspiration for Ginsberg.

A rallying point of the age,
Ginsberg shrugs off his popular
branding as guru. He expresses the
frustration which sluices the
contemporary air and pollutes (to
use his metaphor) the mind of
America. His poetry has a distinct
headlining quality that brings the
audience into a collision with the
very absurdity of reality.

Just a small mention, in passing,
of Ginsberg's references to social
reorganization and decentralization.
He's looking for "one giant dream
like gesture" to focalize mass
consciousness into disciplined
action. And he speaks of the "use
of the human-bodied voice" to
effect a change in mentality.

But it was the poetry that was
important. One special line from
somewhere during that strange
evening keeps coming back; it's
Ginsberg's saying that "maybe slow
tunes dance eternal." Some slow
tunes (and fast ones) dancing - yes,
there was that. E.B.P.B.

Blakean Ginsberg
Allen Ginsberg during his poetry reading in Gaston Hall last Friday.
Photo by Pat Early.

Allen Ginsberg was a hippie long
before that name came to refer to
every third person strolling the
Wisconsin drag on Saturday even
ing. Allen Ginsberg happens also to
be a good poet with a near-demonic
acumen for being clever, if not
profound.

The Gaston Hall audience Friday
night sensed this genuineness. They
recongnized him as the old-style
hippie, noting his entrance with
there-he-is and look-he's-here
whispers.

Hearing him read his own works
is a treat which cannot be captured
by silent reading. Ginsberg's voice,
capable of multiple tonality, de
lights with its variances. Accompa
nying himself on the harmonium he
uses a decepti vely soothing, pene
trating repetition quite effectively.

The Blake songs from Innocence
and Experience were perhaps the
high points of the evening. This
discovery of William Blake for the
contemporary non-academic
audience rejuvenates a link between
East and West which modern
politics has blasted apart. Many
young lovers of "in" poetry consult
Krishna and recite soothing
mantras, but not many of these
would in their wildest excursions
into the imaginary unite lines such
as "merrily, merrily, we welcome in

Washington, DC, America, Earth,
the University and Krishna. One
becomes aware of these things in
reverse order, I have found.

But surely something is amiss
here. How, we might ask, can we
expect to view Georgetown in the
19th Century? Participation in the
painting is certainly a problem.
Accepting the artist's point of view
as historical record is the answer for
some. Transcendence is the alterna
tive. And if one is transcending,
why stop at the 19th Century?

This is the question I found
myself asking as I left the Univer
sity Gallery. I can't believe that
Georgetown ever had a beginning in
time, because this place has always
been here; that is, I have never

·1 known it as other than George
town. As I walked down the hall, I
had a vision of Georgetown in the
year 547 AD. A Sixth Century
view of Georgetown, as it were, no
less fantastical than the colorful
and well-preserved illusions which I
had just seen in the University
Gallery. I saw it as a pleasant place
of rocks, trees and rivers, populated
with chipmunks and bees. Life
seemed ritually busy, ultimately
content. Where, or when, is George
town?

In The Sacred and The Profane,
Mircea Eliade describes the first
step in man's desacralization of the
natural world, and the advent of
profane existence. This came about
in China, when the scholars and the
elite started the practice of cultivat
ing small gardens in bowls. These
gardens to them were microcosms
of the universe; each one contained

Prof Chieffo of the Fine A rts Department examines one of the paintings at the exhibit now on display in the a little fill of earth, some water and
Art Gallery, University Center. plants. Scholars who had spent a
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Regrettably the saving graces of
this film have to be provided by the
supporting cast. This is especially
true of those who portray the
Newquist family (other than Miss
Rodd), Vincent Gardenia, Elizabeth
Wilson and Jon Korkes, and also of
Donald Sutherland's cameo appear
ance as a minister who represents
the absurd culmination of moral
relativism. They are straight from
the panels of a Feiffer cartoon, and
although the one-dimensionality
Feiffer has given their parts begins
to grate, they remain responsible
for the only genuinely humorous
and moving moments of the film. It
is overblown satire to be sure, but
in a film where competence is so
rare, even burnt steak looks good.

The story concerns Alfred
Chamberlain (Gould), a free-lance
photographer of human excrement
(that's right) and Marcia Newquist
(Rodd), a modern equivalent of
Lucretia Borgia whose possessive
and poisonous claws sink them
selves into our "hero's" innocent
flesh. The trials and tribulations of
Marcia's and Alfred's relationship
revolve around Marcia's insane
middle-class (middle-callous?)
family and a future urban setting in
which everyone has, with sniper
rifles, set about murdering everyone
else.

The seams of the film begin to
rip apart when Marcia is gunned
down by an unknown sniper, and
Alfred and the surviving Newquists
join the sniper's game of brutal
massacre. Feiffer, aided and abetted
by Marcia Rodd's lack of talent, has
drawn such an unconvincing
character in Marcia Newquist that I
couldn't help but place my sym
pathies and admiration with the
sniper. After all, he was able to
accomplish something I wanted but
was unable to do - get Marcia
Rodd off the screen. I couldn't find
much sympathy for Alfred follow
ing Marcia's murder, since he had
been a robot up to that point and
remained one right to the end 
despite a tasteless monologue in
which Alfred is supposed to bare
his soul. All he bares are the few
nuts and bolts that we've suspected
were inside all along, and they're
rusty, not gold.

Little Murders is probably going
to be a hit, mainly because Alan
Arkin, Jules Feiffer and Elliott
Gould have acquired such an
enormous following. But if I were
Alan Arkin, Jules Feiffer or Elliott
Gould, I certainly wouldn't stand
nearby when the following leaves
the theater. They are likely to be
in a murderous mood.

J. Slade White

.' srt

Elliott Gould and Alan Arkin in LITTLE MURDERS.

-

Film: Disappointing Murders
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LITTLE MURDERS. At the Key films as Catch-22 and, earlier, Popi,
Theater. Directed by Alan Arkin. Jules Feiffer's cartoon satires re
Screenplay by Jules Feiffer from main one of the only defensibly
his play by the same title. Starring sane excuses for opening the pages
Elliott Gould, Marcia Rodd and of The Village Voice. I love the
Alan Arkin. work of Arkin and Feiffer, and

Little Murders marks the latest when I heard that they had teamed
straw in what is fast becoming a up in a New York revival of Little
most depressing load for the film- Murders, the play, and were about
going public to bear upon its back. to put it onto film, I was excited.
In a season that is making us all a By the time I walked out of the
little weary, the lowest blows have Key Theater last Thursday, I was
unfortunately been dealt by some depressed.
of those in whom we had the It seems bordering upon the
highest expectations. It is not the obviously trite to say that Alan
most inane movies that have given Arkin is an actor and not a director
me this vague feeling of mistrust. _ or if anything, a director of plays
The bad movies this year have been and not films. But that is just the
more than willing to live up to my impression one gets when following
expectations.

What does bother me, however, his approach to direction. He is not
using the camera as an artistic

is the very consistency of incon- instrument; he is merely allowing it
sistency that is running rampant in
current films. Never before have the to function as a passive film
past triumphs and lofty reputations recorder. His shots are painfully
of film artists been so unreliable as stagnant and aimless. This is Arkin's
criteria for predicting the quality first job as a film director and it

shows it. But he is not solely to
of subsequent performances. What, blame for the failure of Little
after all, were the odds that Robert Murders.
Altman would follow the intelligent
and acutely perceptive M*A *S*H A major burden of such blame
with the silly drivel of Brewster rests on Jules Feiffer's shoulders.
McCloud? Who would have wanted Again the obvious clue is that
to predict that Arthur Penn, the Feiffer is a cartoonist and not a
brilliant creator of Bonnie and playwright. He is a damn good
Clyde could have allowed the great cartoonist and a brilliant satirist,
potential of Little Big Man to slip so and during the few moments when
clumsily from his hands at the end? I could recognize those familiar

One goes to these films absol- Feiffer cartoon characters, situ
utely trusting and fully expecting ations and monologues the film
to like them. These men have us in races along in a sparkling display of
the palms of their hands, but when swordsmanship - that is, for about
they dash these expectations, one four-minute sections, or as long as
leaves the theater with something the various cartoons would last,
worse than just a sour taste in one's after which Feiffer would return to
mouth. We feel sorry for them, of" his harangue for 15-minute inter
course; we try to rationalize their vals, and I had to suppress an
mistakes, and we are often willing intense urge to race from the
to look the other way when they theater. As a polemicist Feiffer is
are caught with their pants down or nothing more than crude, and
their hands in the till. Yet we can't unfortunately his screenplay is
help but feel somehow cheated and three-quarters polemics and only
somewhat more suspicious than we one-quarter satire.
were before. Suspicion is not an Arkin's passive and slow-paced
altogether healthy mood to sense in direction might have been bearable
a film public. But that seems to be had there been something exciting
where we are beginning to move - going on in front of the camera to
and Little Murders, I regret to say, compensate for its leadfoot.ed in
gave me a hefty shove down that eptitude. Thanks to the film's stars,
path. Elliott Gould and Marcia Rodd, the

Alan Arkin, the film's director, hardening of the arteries in the
and Jules Feiffer, who wrote the camera work turns into a full-scale
screenplay, are two such men massive stroke. Elliott Gould has
whose past performances have become such an unbearably shallow
earned our respect and heightened self-parody since M*A *S*H I don't
our expectations. Unfortunately, even want to talk about it. Marcia
however, that respect was earned in Rodd, However, has made a head
roles quite different from those we start on Gould's example. Although
find them playing in Little Murders I am not quite sure what it is in
In recent years, some would say herself that is being parodied, I am
that Alan Arkin's superb character- convinced that it isn't very good,
izations have been the only justifi- and it certainly needn't be seen
able reasons for going to see such to be disbelieved.

.....1 ••

W. C. Fryer

--.,'.".

with his future
in a scene from

the cast is in deep water, especially
Richard Harris who, as Cromwell,
gives what is certainly one of the
classic bad performances in all of
film. The furious grinding of teeth
at the beginning of any battle or
session of Parliament caused me to
expect the imminent breaking of
blood vessels, and from the way
some of the actors' eyes bulged out
of their heads I thought these poor
victims had just been hanged.

Historical spectacle in the worst
sense is what occurs when the
director, cast and crew, taking note
of the advantages of a wide screen
and colorful masses of men, feel
they can dispense with imagination.
Cromwell in order to be worth
doing would have had to give some
idea of the real things the man
stood for and what enabled him to
have such an impact on those
around him. After all, what made
Cromwell a great man, a leader of
men, a master general? This film
will not tell you. Certainly Richard
Harris' clenching and unclenching
of his jaw is a most unsubtle version
of greatness. Cromwell did, in fact,
change England permanently, as the
commentator at the end of the film
eulogizes. But the man who
accomplished that was very differ
ent from and much more complex
than the version of him presented
here.

Stumbling Oliver

A..

'p" .".~, ,j'
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Alfred (Elliott Gould) discusses wedding plans
mother-in-law, Mrs. Newquist (Elizabeth Wilson)
LITTLE MURDERS.

CROMWELL. At the MacArthur.
Directed by Ken Hodges. Starring
Richard Harris and Alec Guiness.

Cromwell is a film which brings
historical inaccuracy and stodgy
spectacle to the limit of any decent
audience's endurance of them.
Historically, it is either a conscious
attempt to deceive or a monument
to ignorance. As a spectacle it is
more like a crippled caterpillar than
a running horse.

Cromwell is an aggressively
historical movie in which human
emotions and private lives are
expected to play a small part,
except when as in the case of King
Charles I and Oliver Cromwell they
directly influence the action. With a
tedious diligence (but no exactness)
it traces the course of the English
Civil War, which began in 1642,
from Parliament to battlefield and
back again. For years across all of
England the Cavaliers of the King
fight against the Puritan Round
heads. (Which name inspires the
one good line in the movie when
Prince Rupert of the Palatine,
riding up to meet the King and the
Army cries out, "We will cut every
roundhead off its shoulders.") The
entire war is telescoped into two
battles and as a concession it must
be granted that the battles in
Cromwell are nicely staged and give
the impression of being faithful to
the way battles were actually
fought in those days.

Historically, this film is a hodge
podge of errors, both in matters of
atmosphere and fact. The Parlia
mentary leader Pym died at the
beginning, not the end of the Civil
War; Oliver Cromwell was not
among the five members of the
House of Commons whom Charles
tried to arrest; and Cromwell did
not fight alone at the Battle of
Naseby but was under the com
mand of the Earl of Manchester.

Most damaging of all, however,
is the constant and absurd chatter
ing about democracy and the
Common people which Cromwell
utters in this film. In reality,
Cromwell had not the slightest idea
of making the House of Commons
other than a gentleman's assembly.
In fact, it can reasonably be argued
that he was a conservative seeking
to overturn the new and modern
idea of royal absolutism which
Charles represented. The major part
of the script consists of the dullest
political speeches of the period,
tinkered with to make Cromwell
sound modern, and uttered in tones
of hoarse, righteous indignation
which gave me the sense I was being
constantly kicked in the ear.

Cromwell is so awkward and
rhythmically crude that I feel
helpless to criticize that aspect of
it, but the acting does deserve some
mention. Alec Guiness as the King
and Robert Morley as the Earl of
Manchester struggle to be their
professional selves, but the rest of
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A J. Touart B'n

Page Nine

CORDIALLY INVITE YOU
TO

SBA Forum
To Encourage
Small Ventures

well within budget limitations.
Another factor in the cost of the
project win be that the University is
seeking used equipment from the
US Post Office in Washington.

It has been pointed out that one
additional precaution will have to
be taken by persons sending mail to
campus residents: under the new
system it will be necessary for the
person sending a letter to include
the name of the student's dormi
tory on the envelope address.

The Georgetown School of
Business Administration will be
sponsoring a forum on Entrepre
neurial Business March 16, 1971,
from 9 a.rn. to 12 noon at the Hall
of Nations. The program will
concentrate on informing under
graduate students of all schools of
Georgetown, American, Howard,
and George Washington Universities
as to the opportunities, problems
and procedures of beginning and
developing a small business.

Realizing student interest in
potential investment fields that
cater to their taste, the forum will
feature young entrepreneurs who
are dealing in college-oriented
businesses. Among the participants
will be Edward O'Brien, a partner
of the Rogue and Jar Pub, 1814 N
Street; Fred Week, the manager of
the Wine and Cheese Shop, 1413
Wisconsin 'Avenue; Gregory
Timourian, a partner of Bay Craft,
3206 0 Street; and Burt Jackson, a
training officer of the Small Busi
ness Guidance and Development
Center of Howard University.

These men will address the
forum on the financial, legal, sales
and organizational problems that
were encountered in establishing
their businesses. Also, they will
comment on the history of their
firms and the possibilities of new
entrees into the market before
concluding with a question and
answer period. The second session
will offer one of Washington's more
successful businesmen, John W.
Hechinger, President of Hechin
ger's. He will discuss the problems
initially experienced, the consider
ations involved in expanding a
successful small business and the
resulting effects on the total opera
tion.

Overall, the forum will emphas
ize the human aspects of the
business world through personal
glimpses of the investment and
development aspects of a growing
firm, and provide a foundation for
students who desire to understand
the components of creating a small
enterprise.

Mike Lammon c'zz
Joseph Smagola C'71

John Welsch C'n
Alan lampietro C'n

Miguel de la Campa SFS'69
Mark Walsh ern

WITH A NEW COOKING STAFF
LUNCHEONS $1.25 TO $1.85

DINNERS UP TO $5.00

APPLE PIE

3350 M STREET N.W.
FROM 11 A.M. TIL 2 A.M. DAILY - 333-3811

Residents of Copley, Harbin and
New South dormitories will be the
beneficiaries of a new plan for the
delivery of campus mail, according
to the office of Thomas Brennan,
GU director of management analy
sis.

The plan, scheduled to go into
effect next September, provides for
mail delivery to residents of those
three dorms in the dorms them
selves, thus decentralizing the
present method of on-campus mail
delivery.

The purposes of the plan are
two-fold. Aside from the con
venience of the residents, it will
provide the presently crowded faci
lities of the post office with much
needed space to expand. All mail
boxes around the postal window
win be removed and a wall
replacing them will provide the
postal workers with additional
space in which to sort mail and
provide the other services offered
by Hoya Station.

Still another result of the de
centralized postal facilities will be
the expansion of the addressograph
service. This expansion will enable
the University to do all its own
addressograph work, thus saving a
great deal of expense.

Exactly where the boxes will be
placed in the dorms has not yet
been determined. Before that deci
sion is made, Physical Plant will be
receiving reports on fire regulations
and related considerations. .

Total cost of the project has not
yet been precisely determined. It
has been ascertained, however, that
the nature of the work to be done
will place the cost of the operation

Call1pus Mail Delivery
To Be Decentralized

French Tutoring by

Sorbonne Graduate.

Call Elizabeth

JAckson 8-8550

John (Lucky) Linguall C'71
Mark Stamm C'n
John Mancuso C'70
Robert Hussey B'71
Carlos Myer B'66
Chris Reidy C'70

Shankman
Recall Vote

(Continued from Page 1)
during the senate meeting in which
he attacked Shankman.

Chris Zinn, commenting on
Johnson's letter, said, "I'm sure
that Johnson has good reason for
having Shankman defeated, and
they are good reasons, but I do
think that he is obstructing the
issue because of personal bias as a
result of these issues. I don't want a
predetermined role in this political
feud." Zion added, "I do think that
Neil Shankman was a bad senator,
but I will not get caught up in a
personal feud."

According to the Student
Government Constitution, the re
call must be held within two weeks.

THE HOYAThursday, March 11, 1971
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Study Calls for Healy Renovation

o

Out tout! Welet
red blooded college
youth earn the
full count at Good
Humor .•.nothingto
buy. rervt,spend,We
provide every1h(ng
" .and it·s all theirs
...$ 145* a week

or mo re!

MARCH
12th
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TIRES

OFF TO SERVE KIDS &GROWN·UPS
THESE FAMOUS GOOD HUMOR

ICE CREAM PRODUCTS

* Average Earnings-Summer /970 O.

UNIVERSAL TIRE

Wholesale to students at our warehourse.
For information call:

• 4202 Wheeler Ave., Alexandria, Virginia 370-5870

• 4802 Stamp Road, Marlow Heights, Maryland 894·5100

• 10732 Hannah Street, Beltsville, Maryland 474-4000

• 563 Southlawn Lane, Rockville, Maryland 424-4770
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tions, the first phase of the project Uses," such as University account
will involve classroom facilities. ing and record keeping, will be

In the long range, it is felt that removed from Healy so as not to
the administrative departments displace the more community-wide
which are immediately related to potential of the building.
the .rest of t~e Ge~rge~own com- Eventual plans also call for the
mumty and With WhIC~ It .constant- remodeling of Gaston Hall, includ
ly deals sh.ould remam m Healy, ing air conditioning, new lighting
He~ce, ultlmate!y,. the E~ecutlve and sound system, a new stage and
Office, the ~dmlss~ons Office and back stage, new seating, flooring
the B~rsar s Office should be and acoustical arrangements. This
located in Healy. project alone is expected to cost

One of the goals of this place- between $175 000 and $250 000.
ment is that the proximity of .' , :
administration to the student activi- Als~ included m the plans IS the
ties "would help ease any tendency ~xpanslon of, the ~rt depar~ment
for estrangement found in univer- m,to the .old Riggs Llbr~ry. Th~s.too
sities where the students feel as ~lll receive ,complete ll;lr C~)hdltlOn
remote as they sometimes physical- mg, plumbmg and Iighting. T~e
ly are from the people who guide plan also allows for studio space m
their education." the old .stacks.."Stude~t works and

Eventually, however, what are other mterestmg artifacts, now
termed as "Administrative Support (Continued on Page 12)

University must make the best
possible use of a pre-existing
structure in attempting to fill its
needs. At the same time, user
requirements must be chosen such
that they are within the existing
building's ability to adapt them. It
is with this in mind that the -,
University has undertaken the first ~

step of the renovation project.
According to Hansen, Healy has

lent itself perfectly for this pur
pose. He said that the ability to
plug "just about anything" into the
ceilings, with their recessed beams, .'
avoids tearing down the walls to
install modern utilities. In addition,
he said, open cavities behind the
walls will permit modern utilities to
be installed without defacing the
present character and period design
of the building.

Dean Price, Director of Planning
and Design, has emphasized that in
the entire renovation process great
importance will be placed on the
maintenance of period design.

The first phase of the renovation
involves the removal of the posts in
the basement and first floor, along
with a strengthening of the beams
in the ceiling. Also in this first
phase, new lighting will be set into
the ceilings, installing new com
ponents to fit into an older period
design.

The second phase of the project
will include implementation of a
new utility system. The present
utility system, which was described
by Hansen as "out of date,
undersized and really inadequate in
every respect," will be run under
the floors, including heat, ventila
tion and air conditioning systems.
Again, it is planned that the
placement of the utilities under the
floors will allow modernization
without defacing the original
interior design.

Long Range Goals

The report points out that
Georgetown needs both classroom
and college community center
facilities. Healy appears to be
capable of handling both. At the
present time, however, because
there is more aid money available
for the development of classroom
space than for other accornmoda-

merits than are present today. Walls
and floors were not designed with
modern power, ventilation, and
heating/air conditioning require
ments in mind. The renovation
project is thus an attempt to
maintain the integrity of the
original building and its interior
features while at the same time
attempting to convert to present
and future use requirements. It is
the conclusion of the project study
report that this is feasible.

The completed project is expect
ed to cost between $2 million and
$2.875 million. Of this, between
$1.9 million and $2.6 million is
expected to be construction cost,
with an estimated $100,000 
$260,000 going toward architec
tural and engineering expenses.

Problems Facing the Planners

The problems facing a renova
tion project are somewhat different
from those facing a new building
project. When new construction is
to be undertaken, one is relatively
free to build a structure and its
interior as he desires, as long as it
conforms to the confines of the
amount of land there is to work
with. With renovation, however,
there exists a situation wherein the

by Don Hamel'
News Editor

"Healy Hall's pivotal location
suggests a role of interface between
campus and greater community and
as a common ground for all
members of the University Com
munity."

The opening sentence of the
study done for the renovation of
Healy Hall, the above is the heart of
a plan that is intended to convert
the Healy Building into the social
and cultural hub of Georgetown.

The master plan for Healy Hall,
which was requested by Rev.
Robert J. Henle, S.J., University
President, was drafted by the Office
of Planning and was later passed by
the Main Campus Planning and
Building Committee.

Vice President for Planning and
Physical Plant Chris Hansen
stressed, "This is only a concept,
but unless we have a plan, we'll
have no idea where we're going."

Behind this plan is the supposi
tion that, on this campus, Healy is
the crossroads between residences,
classrooms, the library and ad
ministrative offices, and as such
should enhance communications
and exchange between them.

On the other hand, Healy itself
was built for different use require-
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WORLD CAMPUS
AFLOAT

MAIL TODAY TO
CHAPMAN COLLEGE,

Box CClS,
Orange, California 92666

have questions."
As an off shoot of the women's

program, plans are currently under
way for conducting a similar
one-discussion program on sex
education in general in the Quad,
according to Fr. Baumiller.

Education of the entire under
graduate student body will hope
fully be accomplished next year
through a 60-page book on the
student's sexual life at Georgetown.
The committee, consisting of Fr.
Baumiller, several medical students,
Cheryl Jordan (L '71) and Sharon
O'Connor (GUNS'7 2) is currently
seeking funds for publication of the
book from the undergraduate stu
dents, preferably from student
government.

captured significant national honors
in the last few weeks. For the
second straight year debaters
Beales, Casebeer, Perkins and
Sirianni received the trophy annual
ly presented at the Dartmouth
College Tournament to the out
standing four-man squad in the
nation. In addition Beales was
named the outstanding individual
debater at the Dartmouth Tour
nament. A week earlier Georgetown
almost closed out the final round of
the Harvard University Tournament
placing one team in the semi-final
round and another in the final.

z,p,. _

Home Phone

Year In School

Campus Phone

_ z,p _
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various forms of birth control
better, Mrs. Carpenter furnishes
several plaster models, diagrams and
samples of the various birth control
methods for each discussion period.
The nursing students are present at
each session to provide information
regarding anatomy and physiology
which enters into the discussions.
After the discussions, the girls often
go to them for additional personal
information.

The response to the program has
been good, according to Miss Wall.
"The administration has given it
100 percent support and the girls
have responded well. Some girls do
object, however, because they think
the group is trying to push birth
control. Others are using it and do

Georgetown placed two teams in
the intercollegiate Debate Nationals
to be held at McAlaster College,
Minneapolis, Minn., on the week
end of April 17. The team of
Dallas Perkins and Howard Beales
won a berth by placing first at the
UCLA tournament. Ken Casebeer
and Steve Sirianni received an at
large bid by compiling an outstand
ing record at various national
debate tournaments. The two teams
will spend the remainder of the
year preparing for Nationals under
the direction of Coach James
Unger.

The intercollegiate debaters have

Debaters Continue Wins
Qualify 2 for Nationals

Mr.
Mrs
MISS

Last Flfst

Permanent
Address

Street

Ctt y ___ State

• Address
At School

Street

Crt y State

Name of
School
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Is WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
/\ for YOU?

It can be now, with the former
QUEEN ELIZABETH

providing more accommodations and lower rates
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Birth Control Info Now Offered,
Professionals Aid New Program

by Jean Finefrock
Copy Editor

Seton Wall (GUNS'71) in re
sponse to the many questions she
has gotten as a resident assistant in
St. Mary's Hall, has organized a
series of four discussions in Darnall
and St. Mary's on birth control
methods.

The discussions are presented
with the assistance of Mrs. Chris
Carpenter, a clinical social worker
from the Family Planning Clinic in
Gorman Outpatient Department;
the Rev. Robert C. Baumiller S.J.,
professor of obstetrics and gyne
cology in the Medical School; and
two senior nursing students, Judy
Rhode and Pam Morris. It was
hoped that a medical student would
also be included in the program,
but as yet this has not been
possible.

According to Miss Wall, "the
main purpose of the program is to
get the information to the kids.
Most importantly, they need to get
their own anatomy down. The
information regarding birth control
should be made available to anyone
who wants it."

At the beginning of the session
the discussion leaders emphasize
that they aren't pushing the idea of
birth control and are not there to
discuss the moral issues involved.
Instead they are there to present
the physical pros and cons of the
various methods. "The discussions
are definitely not to say everyone
should or shouldn't be on the pills
or birth control," emphasized Miss
Wall. "One of the remarkable things
about the discussions is that Chris
can present the material in such a
relaxed way."

To help the girls understand the

Interested: 0 Fall 19__ 0 January 19__ C Spring 19__ 0 Summer 19 _
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••• 0 •• 0 •••••••

h (, __~_ The unforgettable. cnorrnouvly enriching experience of a <ernevtcr at <ca i-,

~~, <,t,! t?,t now within the range of movt college students, Minimum covt s have been
~i¥ r : ','" : reduced a, much a, 5725 (t rorn 53575 down to 52850, which include,
'......' " '. '" - : round-the-world pa,..,age. meals. air-conditioned accornmod at ionv, and full
\,,' tuition). A <tudcnt can attend World Carnpu-, Afloat for a <cmevtcr and <till

receive credit for the work hack at hi, home ca mpuv,

The ship i, your cl as-.room. and the world is your laboratory , .. you'll
drop anchor in the movt exciting port-, ot Africa. Axiu. and Latin America.
livten to a lecture on the vtcps of the Tuj Mahal , xkin-dive ofT the coa-t of
New Zealand, Send the coupon today for information and application form,
for the fall <cmc-tcr 1971 or subsequent voyages. Scholurxhip-, and financial

aid available,

Quo Vadis; or Your Chariot Is On My Foot
I know it sounds crazy, but there's still a chance you might not

flunk out of school. (You're laughing, but it's possible.) It is, however,
a very slim chance and it will require you to do something you've
never done before: take notes.

Why haven't you been taking notes? I'll tell you why. Let's sup
pose you're at a history lecture. Let's suppose the topic is the ruling
houses of England. You start out fine. You put down the lecturer's
points one after another with Roman numerals just like you're sup
posed to. Like this:

I. House of Plantagenet
II. House of Lancaster
III. House of York
Then suddenly you stop. You put down your pen. You blink back

a tear. You can't go on. Oh sure, you know the next ruling house is the
House of Tudor. What you don't know is the Roman numeral that
comes after III.

There's the hangup-those cruddy Roman numerals! How come
we keep using them when even the Romans didn't know how? Oh, I
guess they could tell you how much V or X were or like that, but when
it came to skullcrackers like LXI or MMC, they just flang away their
styluses and went downtown to have a bath or take in a circus or may
be stab Caesar a few times.

You may wonder why Rome stuck with these ridiculous numerals
when the Arabs had such a nice simple system. Well sir, the fact is that
Emperor Vespasian tried like crazy to buy the Arabic numerals from
the Sultan, Sulieman the Hairy, but Sulieman wouldn't do business
not even when Vespasian raised his bid to 100,000 gold piasters, plus
he offered to throw in the Colosseum, the Appian Way and Charlton
Heston.

So Rome stuck with Roman numerals-to its sorrow, as they
found. One day in the Forum, Cicero and Pliny the Elder got to argu
ing about how much is CDL times MVIX. Well sir, pretty soon every
body in town came around to join the hassle. In all the excitement
nobody remembered to lock the north gate and-wham! before you
could say ars longa-in rushed the Goths, the Visigoths and the Green
Bay Packers!

Well sir, that's the Wl1Y the empire crumbles, but I digress. Let's
get back to lecture notes. Let's also say a word about Miller High Life
Beer because the brewers of Miller High Life Beer sponsor this column
and they're inclined to sulk if I don't mention their product. Natu
rally, they don't sulk long, the brewers of Miller High Life Beer, for
they are ebullient, great-spirited men, as chock-full of sunniness as the
beer they brew. Believe me, I know. Every Tuesday I have lunch with
them at the brewery and I've never seen such a fun place!

The lunches always get oft' to a rousing start with everybody sing
ing the Miller Pep Song which you all know, of course:

I'm a keg of Miller- I'm a keg of Miller-
I will please your palate. So goand get a mallet.

I'm a keg of Miller- I'm a keg of Miller-
I will make you feel young. And bang away at my bung.

Well sir, this is only the beginning. Next, everyone gets up in turn
and does a hilarious bit. For instance, Frank Glebe from Hops Control
imitates a chicken; Rex Gransmire from Label Gumming touches his
ear with his tongue; Charley Froos from Malt Flow cracks a walnut
in his armpit; Norman Berswang from Fermentation touches his arm
pit with his tongue; as you [lee, just one belly-buster after another.

But lunch ends with a tranquil and rather solemn moment. Ed
Gonder, the brewery chaplain, closes the proceedings with an invoca
tion to St. Dintenfass, the patron saint of carbon dioxide, and then
they all return to their work renewed and inspired, just as you too will
be after you too have enjoyed the joys of Miller High Life. Whether
you drink beer every day, every III days, or every VII, you cannot
find a jollier companion than Miller High Life.

* * *Miller High Life anw, Tom Miller High Life amat, Dick l\!Iiller
High Life amat, Harry Miller High Life amat, quique l\!Iiller High Life
amant-et quoque amabitis.
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Healy Renovation Plan

AND 2 YEARS TO PAY
Youth Passport cards
cost $3 and are available
to students aged 12 thru 21.

The Getaway Card
is available to most
students in the U.S.A.
For additional
information contact TWA
or your local travel agent.

FOR EVERYONE IN YOUR PARTY WITH
THIS AD SUNDAY THRU THURSDAYI II

ALL THE BEER YOU CAN DRINK·
PLUS

ALL THE SALAD YOU CAN MAKE
PLUS

j~ BONE-IN SIRLOIN STEAK

~y-~2.95~
REGULAR MENU PRICE $3.95

EMERSONS, Ltd.
unlimited steak dinners

Open for Dinner 4:30 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.; Sun. from 3:30 p.m.
• WASHINGTON. D. C~1511 K Street. N.W. 659-8170

(next to Statler Hi Iton)
• SILVER SPRING, MD~7820 Georgia Avenue 726-7300

(where Georgia and Eastern Avenues meet)

• BETHESDA, MD~Wildwood Shopping Center _
(Old Georgetown Rd. & Democracy Blvd.)

• FAIRFAX. VA.*-109OO Lee Highway _
(near Camp Washington)
All EMERSONS provide ample free parkins ("In·buildinS in Washinpon)

WHAT DO YOU WEAR? ANYTHING! GREAT ATMOSPHERE
PRIVATE PARTIES ACCOMMODATED

~ Youth Passport*
YOutH 'au IOENTIFlCATIOll CARD &mICAnOIf FOR .cES ~2 TllJlU 21

IIaM DICK OLESKY
(please print)

MARCH 7. '973
ExplratlOll Olb! (21nd 8lrthdl1y) ~

HlIlr COlorlKOWl!ley. ColorBLUE Male fern.~ CJ

..fh'c&..~ --Sl,lllltUre (Clirdhoider) .N 4000274 ccept. the condltlonsaso . noted on the reverse,Ide
• ~M~

TWA's Getaway Program
U.S.A./Europe/Asia/Pacific/Africa

funded at a fairly normal cost, as
long as the University planners do
not set their sights too high. They
are thus attempting to "strike a
balance between rigidity at the
lowest possible cost and expensive,
unnecessary flexibility on the
other. "

In addition to University funds,
Georgetown has applied for a
"historical landmark" grant, from
the Department of the Interior,
which would make the University
eligible for federal reimbursement
on restoration and maintenance
costs.

With TW~sGetaway
Card, you can charge
airfare, hotels, meals,
cars, just about any

thing to just about
anywhere. And then

take two years to pay.

With a Youth Pass
port card you get 1/3

off on all TWA
domestic flights, on a

standby basis. And
reduced rates at many

places you'll stay.

TWA
INTRODUCES

1f30FE

informal gathering places, and
might conceivably form an arcade
which would open out into the
courtyard.

Concerning the courtyard, the
steep embankment which now
slopes down on the west side of
Healy could be landscaped to
provide a multi-leveled "sitting
area" and perhaps even a small
amphitheater.

Funding the Project

It is planned that due to the
facility with which Healy can be
renovated, the project can be

Housing

(Continued from Page 10)
confined to archives, could be
placed on display throughout the
community and public areas
imparting a sense of continuity and
wholeness to University life."

Plans for Healy as a community
center are equally as ambitious, if
not more so. Current plans call for
a redesign of building entrances,
with a tree-lined plaza taking the
place of the current Healy Lawn.
The stone wall parallel to 37th
Street is also slated to be torn
down. The wall, according to the
report, "forms a hard and distinct
line between the University and the
Georgetown community, ernpha
sizing a discontinuity between edu
cation and real life ... Future
planning of the University will have
to recognize the need for academic
responsiveness to the needs and
desires of the greater community."

In the basement, plans call for
facilities such as the bookstore, a
coffee shop, game rooms, as well as
club and student governmental
meeting places. While it is anticipat
ed that the first and second floors
would probably remain classroom
spaces, it has been speculated that
the wide first-story hall could
support small kiosks and general

WGTB
(Continued from Page 1)

possibilities for reinitiating broad
casting. Mr. Brown expects his
investigation to be completed by
"the end of the month," but until
then WGTB must remain guessing
concerning its financial future.

Dixon stated that the most
likely prospect for resuming broad
casts is sharing the antenna of
WTOP, located on Wisconsin
Avenue. This is not an uncommon
practice and the WGTB staff is
investigating this possibility. Deitz
confirmed that this is "quite
feasible."

Even if this is accomplished,
Dixon can foresee no broadcasting
"until after Easter." In itself, the
use of WTOP's facilities will not
solve WGTB's problems, for money
must be secured for the move.
WGTB, as before this new problem,
faces an even more uncertain
future.

(Continued from Page 1)
she added, "are guaranteed a
room."

Miss Forsythe emphasized the
role Student Development must
play in finding accommodations for
undergraduates. She plans to initi
ate a service run by volunteers who
will help find more off-campus
housing. Yet she added, "On
campus housing will be maxi
mized."

Ryder Hall, the Jesuit residence
on Prospect Street, is presently
being converted into a student
dormitory, housing between 30 and
36 men. The fourth floor of St.
Mary's, presently a convent will
also be opened for student use. In
addition, more triples will be
allowed in St. Mary's, Copley and
Loyola if students opt for them.
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Magee's MenJentos

Hoyas '71: Unfulfilled Expectations
Last year Magee had hoped for a

three-year contract on the heels of
his NIT success. But Georgetown
Athletic Director Robert Sigholtz
was offering only a two-year
contract and would not budge, even
when Magee offered to take a pay
cut in exchange for three years. "I
want roots," the Hoya coach said
during negotiations. At the time, he
was solicited for the then-vacant
Fordham head coaching job but
expressed little interest. "I could
have had that job if I wanted it,"
Magee maintains today, "but I
wanted and still want to stay here."

Presently, Magee is worried
about rumors published in New
York papers that he is looking for a
new job. "It's all untrue and it's
hurting my recruiting. I had a kid
call yesterday and he told me he's
thinking of going to Fordham now
because he read in the paper that
I'm leaving Georgetown." That's not
encouraging because Magee and his
assistant, Ed Hockenbury, have
high hopes for this season's basket
ball talent hunt. The Georgetown
head coach will work the New
York-New Jersey area, and Hocken
bury will cover his native Pennsyl
vania territory.

Georgetown is after a number of
blue-chip prospects. They include
local stars like Don Washington (6-7
from St. Anthony's) and Ricky
Hunt (6-6 from DeMatha) as well as
New Yorkers Peter Crotty (6-9) and
Mark Gallagher (6-6) and Philadel
phians Wayne Groves (6-9) and Jim
Baker (6-6). Obviously Magee is
going after sorely needed big men.
But incoming freshmen won't be
able to help him next year.

However, he will have this year's
fairly talented freshmen team to
work with. Says Magee, "Vince
Fletcher, Tim Lambour and Tom
Dooley are all promising and Don
Willis could really shoot up a zone
and Paul Robinson (ineligible this
year) might start up front." Right
now, though, the Hoya head coach
is not predicting any future starting
five other than "Laughna and four
others."

Mike Laughna, 6-7 high-scoring
and high-rebounding center, was
one of the few highlights amid the
dull hopelessness of the season. "He
was exceptional," Magee remarked,
"and along with his performance, I
guess breaking the Garden victory
drought (a win over NYU) and
beating Boston College after seven
years were bright spots for the
team. The fan support early in the
year was good; certainly not later,
but then I don't blame them."

Like Magee, the fans over
estimated the potential of the
unhappy and mediocre 1970-71
Hoyas. That's why at 9 :30 p.rn,
last Thursday, everyone was stand
ing around and acting as if they
were at a funeral home, instead of
celebrating another gaudy NIT
appearance.

"It's hard to tell how much winning has to do with morale. When
you're winning, the problems are small, but the very same problems get
a lot worse when you're losing." (Photos on this page courtesy of Ye
Domesday Booke. )

breaking, pressing team, but our
fast break was only sometimes
successful. Maybe that's the pro
blem, why was it good only in
certain games? Why all of a
sudden would we go cold? I'd call
time outs and make substitutions,
but nothing worked." .

A whole combination of factors
explained the Hoyas" offensive and
defensive lapses. Playing a maso
chist's schedule of 15 road games
no doubt had a part in the team's
unpredictable behavior. But more
importantly, Georgetown lacked a
reliable bench, especially on the
front line. Players like Mark
Mitchell, John Connors and Mark
Edwards were at best erratic and no
match for last year's steady sub
stitutes, Jerry Pyles and Paul
Favorite.

Finally, and sadly, the Hoyas did
not have a clutch shooting outside
threat of the Charlie Adrion ilk.
Neither Weber nor White could
consistently provide scoring leader
ship to complement inside phenom
Mike Laughna. White, once her
alded as "potentially the greatest
player in Georgetown history," is
now labeled a "bust" by his coach.
"He'll have to mature as a player
and go to the basket more next
season," said Magee.

Next season will be crucial not
only for White but also for
Magee's tenure at Georgetown.
Another mediocre season will
probably doom him and he knows
it. Magee asserted, "I know I'll be
on the spot next year and it's not
right. You know the situation here
and what we're working against.
Look at Georgetown's records in
the last 25 years. On our schedule
this year, 24 of the teams have
bigger staffs and 23 have bigger
recruiting budgets than we do. But
win-lose is the name of the game
for a coach here."

phone

Wisconsin & M

Member:
Federal Reserve

System.

NATHAN'S

zip

FREE
BLOODY MARYS

With Each Celery Stalk
Celery Stalks $1.25

Sunday Brunch
Noon Til 11 :30 p.m.

(please print your name)

(please print your name)

didn't play him enough and I don't
know why. He's my kind of player,
and I was just too stupid not to
play him. I don't know whether we
would have had a better record if
he played more, but Georgetown's
fans were unjust to him."

Whatever the case, psychological
problems and player-coach relations
were not the only reasons for
Georgetown's 1970-71 basketball
failure because sometimes the
team's physical performance on
court was little above the ability
calibre found in the Police Athletic
League. The offensive lights blinked
on and off, and the defense could
play like the Peace Corps.

"We had enough trouble with
our defense," declared Magee. "We
worked on a press for three weeks
in pre-season practice and got
nowhere. We wanted to be a fast

walk-up teller window
monday-thursday 2-7

friday afternoon 2-4

state

Call me at _

Joint account 0

city

don't pass a good thing by

About the only bright lights in Jack Magee's season were the Boston College and NYU victories, each of which
ended a special jinx. Above, Mike Laughna rebounds against the Eagles, while Donny Weber directs the Hoyas
attack in the Garden vs. the Violets.

to tell how much winning has to do
with morale. When you're winning,
the problems are small; but the very
same problems get a lot worse when
you're losing. I will say this, I've
tried to do more for this team than
for any other. Money for road trips,
travelling, practice time - I've been
accomodating."

'My Kind of Player ... '

Magee says that he harbors no
bitterness against anyone on the
team. "Sure, I got on their asses at
practice, but that remains in the
gym. That's why I have closed
practices; I don't want an audience
there. I have no grudge against any
player.

"I have been unfair to one
player though, and that's Richard
Zeitler, who had the finest attitude
of any athlete I've ever coached. I

street

Individual account 0

(sign as you normally sign checks)

(sign as yOU normally sign checks)

NO service charge!
clip me

--------~-----~~----~-----~--mDYes, I'd like to open a "No Service Charge" checking :l
account. Enclosed is my deposit of $ ~

(make checks payable to the Bank of Arlington) CD

Upon receipt of your initial deposit, a temporary checKbooK wili be sent So
immediately. Our new accounts representative will contact you promptly 3
about your choice of permanent checks. CD

:::ro
3
CD

Member:
Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

hours
monday-friday 9-2
friday afternoon 4-7

I
\

""",
""""\ oSend me more information.

~=~~I!!=~'"'-.-._----_.........._.-._..- --- ---------

Spring Vacation lowest Prices Ever
NASSAU - $229. BRITISH COLONIAL
BERMUDA - $279. SONESTA BEACH

(2 meals per day)

($205 - Montgomery Cottages)

PUERTO RICO - $209 Darlington Hotel
JAMICA - $239 Hotel Perko

CAll GINNY JOHNSON
(703) 820-3299

(Open to the Public)

Checking accounts with no service charge. No minimum deposit. No minimum balance.
No small print. No tricks. Become a charter account holder now. THE BANKOF ARLINGTON
1901 North Moore st. Arlington, Va. 22209 In the RCA BUilding across Key Bridge 524-4200

(Continued from Page 16)
blame and Magee 40 percent."

But without doubt, both Magee
and his team were embarrassed by
Georgetown's showing this year. "It
was the most disappointing season
I've had since I've been here," the
Hoya mentor remarked. "There
were so many disappointments 
Arthur White, our fast break not
working out, the scoring droughts,
our defense, having such high
hopes, I don't know. Sometimes I
got the feeling that I couldn't
communicate with them, that I
couldn't get across. I told them that
they had to be careful and ready
for teams like Navy and Seton Hall,
but mental attitude is the toughest
part of basketball for the coach and
the players."

Player-coach relations were not
at an all-time high this season and
that perhaps explains the poor
mental attitude. The Hoyas looked
like they were just going through
the motions after their heartbreak
ing midseason loss to American.
They were not a happy team. With
tournament hopes gone, dissensions
set in and Magee had verbal
confrontations with co-captain
Weber, sub Tim Mercier and others.
Unquestionably, the frustrations of
such a disillusioning season had
something to do with the tension
between the 12-man squad and
their coach, who has a blow-torch
Irish temper and can be a biting
man with the word.

As Magee pointed out, "It's hard

"MEN of all trades to
NORTH SLOPE, ALASKA
and the YUKON, around
$2800.00 a month. For
complete information write
to Job Research, P.O. Box
161, Stn-A, Toronto, Onto
Enclose $3.00 to cover cost".

0:,.
,,'



While McDonough's courts were still closed due to the outdoor track, long lines formed around the New
South arena, both to await playing time and to admire the view. Meanwhile, sails gathered on the horizon as
Hoya Sailing Moderator Madeline Disario announced plans to offer pleasure sailing and lessons in addition to
her normal racing schedule. For all interested, there's a meeting tonight with Madeline down at the gym
alumni lounge at 6 :30.

J

.\

•
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we should have a good year,
assuming the pitching and defense
hold up."

It would seem that the Hoyas
won't knock down any fences this
year, but then good defense stops
good offense, as the saying goes.
For now the best Georgetown's
baseball team can do is hope they
can uphold this saying. According
to Tim Mercier, it would seem that
they have a good chance.

Freel (1 :55.7), Kevin Reilly (49.9),
John HaUiman (49.5) and Conrad
Zinc (4 :18.6) ran well to capture
sixth place in the most hotly
contested race in years. Three other
Hoyas, Tom Neale, Phil Iampetro
and Jerry O'Dowd ran well, but
did not qualify for the finals in
their respective events.

Next week, Georgetown will
compete in the NCAA's at Detroit.
They will field a distance medley
and perhaps a mile relay. George
town has the third fastest indoor
time this season. Also, Doykos
qualified in the 60 yard hurdles.
Because of his injury, however, he
will not be able to run.

GU

on pitching and defense because
our hitting is not strong."

One reason Mercier is optimistic
may be the ERA the pitching staff
posted in the fall, 1.40, which is
almost phenomenal. He also
believes this year's defense is "50,
no, 75 percent better than last
year's," and added that the outfield
is strong with respect to throwing
ability. Mercier said that "if we can
get from two to three runs a game

TRACK

Zinc Staggers Medley
(Continued from Page 16)

finish, Frank Rienzo said, "I think
perhaps we could have won. How
ever, this is the best race I've seen a
Georgetown relay run since I've
been here. They could have quit
when the baton dropped, but they
didn't. They showed real determin
ation."

In other results, Barrow took
fourth in the quarter with a 48.8.
Bill took the lead after approx
imately 200 yards and led to the
410 mark. Then, the strain of two
hard qualifying heats, both of
which he won, began to tell.
Hyman of Villanova and McPherson
and Walker of Adelphi went by.

The freshmen medley relay, Jim

G lllinutes FIELD GOALS FREE THRUoJS REB~AVE. ASST. PF/D TPT. PPG

Final Basketball Statistics

THE HOYA

PLAYER

LAUGHNA, Mike 26 902 178-369;48.2% 104-144;12.2% 285 10.9 20 66/3 460 17.7

WHITE, Arthur 26 785 144-327;44.0% 81-107;75.7% 207 7.9 59 82/6 369 14.2

vJEBER, Don 26 806 105-238;44.1% 84-117;71.8% 71 2.7 100 70/4 294 11.3

MERCIER, Tim 25 496 84-180;46.7% 25-33; 75.8% 36 1.4 41 39/0 193 7.7

MCNAMARA, Ed 24 609 59-169;34.9% 27-42; 64.3% 127 5.3 60 53/0 145 6.0

EDWARDS, Mark 25 '385 45-111;40.5% 48-72; 66.7% 109 4.4 6 51/1 138 5.5

ZEITIER, Dick 25 329 46-106;43 4% 19-32; 59.4% 19 0.7 33 34/1 111 4.4

HA.NNAN, Bob 25 364 45-100;45.0% 20-33; 60.6% 48 1.9 21 ~4/1 110 4.4

CONNORS, John 16 170 23-60; 38•.3% 6-10; 60.0% 52 .3.2 1 27/0 52 3.2

MITCHELL, Nark 20 176 13-40; 32.5% 15-27; 55.5% 51 2.~ 4 32/0 41 2.0

MCBRJDE, Tom 18 143 14.35; 40.0% 6..11; 54 5% 18 1.0 16 26/0 34 1.9

GEOOHEGAN, MikQ 10 36 e-l6; 37.5% 1- 2; ~O.o% 14 1.4 ~ 4Jo 1.3 1 3

by Phil Margiasso
The 1971 version of the George

town baseball team should be an
improved squad according to
pitcher Tim Mercier.

"Last year we had a fairly good
team, but there was no depth at all.
We made quite a few errors in the
field besides making many mental
errors. These mental errors can only
be corrected by experience and I
feel this year many guys will have
been playing together long enough .::.--.-.:--.:...:.-------~~----=-----:::...---------

so that I believe we will have this
experience. If we play heads up
we'll be alright."

Mercier said the spring season
should not be taken as too much of
an indication of what will happen
once the season starts. "You have
to remember that many teams were
experimenting, with very few start
ers playing the whole game. We did
the same thing but teams like
Maryland, who we beat and tied in
a double-header, would have been
much stronger had they gone with
their regulars all the way." The
Hoyas were 11-1-1 in preseason
play.

When asked what the strong
points of the team would be,
Mercier replied "they are pitching
and defense. If we get our five or
six hits a game and our sacrifice
flies as well, we should win our
share of games. We have to depend

Baseball Outlook Bright;
Pitching, Defense Strong

As world champions, the New York Knickerbockers are
the "team to beat." However, the fear which is usually
contained within the expression is not felt by several NBA
clubs.

The reasons are many. First and foremost is the chronic
tendonitis in the left knee of Willis Reed. Reed, last year's
most valuable player, is definitely the key to the Knick
offense. As exhibited in several stretches of games during
the season, the Knicks are just another ball-club without
him, capable of finishing just ahead of the Atlanta Hawks
or the Portland Trail Blazers.

Another problem has been stabbing Red Holzman in the
back all season. The Knick forwards, while probably the
best defensively in the game, have not been scoring the
points that have been needed in several games this season.
When Debusschere and Bradley score only eight or nine
points a game-even though they hold their two opponents
below their respective scoring averages, the Knicks are
hurt. Both forwards are streak shooters (especially
DeBusschere) and as such are frequently subject to cold
shooting nights.

All of which brings us to the enigma of Cazzie Russell.
Cazzie's defensive ability has improved to the point where
he should get as much playing time as either Debusschere
or Bradley. Yet Holzman is often reluctant to play the
once-heralded college star. Russell doesn't move as well
without the ball as Bradley, but his eye (shooting, that is)
is the best in New York. Of course, his midseason injury
did not help matters, but the man is now back in top shape
and he should see more action as the Knicks prepare for
the playoffs.

Frazier and Dick Barnett have been doing their share in
the guard slots. Frazier, probably the best all-around guard
in basketball today, has averaged about 21 points a game,
and his defense is the model for the Knicks. Barnett's "D"
is still tenacious, however his advanced age (34) has
restricted his offense because he doesn't move that well
without the ball.

Thus, the Knicks are not invincible; a Knick dynasty has
not been built. True, the Knicks with guys like Russell,
Phil Jackson, Dave Stallworth and Mike Riordan on the
bench, have as much depth as any team in basketball.
However, these men naturally cannot make up for the
starters' deficiencies since they see less action.

Obviously, the Knicks must watch the Milwaukee
Bucks. The Bucks have already broken the record for the
longest winning streak, and they have a shot at producing
the best won-lost record in NBA history. Oscar Robertson
has complemented the play of second-year man Lew
Alcindor better than anyone thought possible. Robertson
was unhappy with Bob Cousy's fast-break offense at
Cincinnati because he felt that the Royals' game was not
revolving around himself as in the past. However, at
Milwaukee, Robertson has managed to combine his
excellent shooting skills with his passing or feeding talents,
thus boosting Alcindor into the number one scoring
position in the NBA.

The Bucks seem to need more than Alcindor and
Robertson at times, especially when they play the Knicks.
Thus far, the Bucks have lost a total of 11 games, and
three were at the hands of New York. While Robertson
and Alcindor have coordinated their respective styles of
play much to the team's benefit, the two forwards and the
other guard often seem to be hapless pawns for the two
chess masters. Bob Dandridge and Greg Smith, the two
starting forwards, and John McGlockin and Lucius Allen,
the two alternate guards, often seem too inexperienced to
produce an NBA champion for the city of Milwaukee. At
least that's the way it seems when NY and the Bucks meet.
We'll just have to wait and see.

Other teams to watch: the West-less Lakers who are still
tough with Wilt and Baylor; the inspired 76ers with Archie
Clark and superstar Billy Cunningham; the Baltimore
Bullets who may be without the fine services of Gus
Johnson but remain great with the Pearl and Wes Unseld;
the Warriors, always a difficult team to beat when Nate
Thurmond is healthy; and finally the NBA's cinderella
team, the Chicago Bulls, who with Tom Boerwinkel, Bob
Love, Chet Walker and Jerry Sloan seem about ready to
capture the imagination of absolu tely no one. April should
be a fun month.

Fro". The Garden
by Jon Davis

Page Fourteen
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OR The BeRch
by Don Walsh
Sports Editor

Giesen, Donavan Swim

Thank God Magee's Marvels are finished for the season.
Or, thanks that the season has finished with them. After a
final letdown in the waning minutes of the Fordham
game, there just isn't anything left to say about Hoya
basketball in general, except a word of condolence to the
few players who tried, most notably Donny Weber and
Mike Laughna. Better luck in the future, guys, wherever
that may be.

The Marvel's beloved mentor, Jack Magee, reported his
thoughts on the season to my beloved mentor, Pat
("Hooray for Ziggy") Quinn a few pages back. Thank you,
sir, for your enervating and enlightening discourses on the
team and its fascinating roller-coaster year. I assure you
that it's been almost as much fun for the fans as it has
been for you. I also sadly concur that unless we do a lot
better next year ... well, Sleepy Hollow High is looking
for a new b-ball coach, I hear.

However, there is a great deal of promise for next year.
Promise named Don Willis, Vinny Fletcher, Tom Dooley,
Paul Robinson et al, These kids are good, solid ballplayers
who can score on anyone. They need a lot of work on
defense, but show definite signs of improving as the season
ends. While this year's promises didn't quite pan out as
expected, it can be noted that Mark Edwards was showing
signs of developing into a threat while]ohn Conners was
hampered by a suspension from the team after injuring his
hand in a door someplace.

A Notable First
I watched the Hoyettes "the other night preceding the

Fordham disaster. Worth noting in the Underwood Gang's
victory was ace sub Hoyette guard and HOY A sportswriter
Libby Heskin. Libby, shooting with a distinct John
Roche-like shot from the hip, hit a pair of foul shots for
her first two points of the season. Congrats, kid, you could
still give a few of the Hoyas a run for their money.

Cousy Recalled
Oh, as a side note, I was talking with Coach Magee

regarding comments here last week on Cousy's defense of
Jimmy Walker in a BC-Providence game a few seasons
back. We didn't approve of Cousy's using a man-to-man on
Walker in two games, both of which ended in BC defeats as
Walker hit something around 90 points combined. Magee
rationalized the strategy, explaining, "It was a tough game,
and what it came down to was either getting hurt by a
good player, Walker, or, if we keyed on him, we'd get
killed by a mediocre player, like Mike Riordan." Cousy
apparently would rather get beaten by the good player.
Either way, it was a loss. Nice job, Bob. Hope you do as
well at Cincinnati, boy. Give Jerry and Oscar my regards.

The Next 'DeRo'
Most of the campus is still unaware of what major event

in the world of sports they missed when Herr Thaler lasered
WGTB's tower a few days ago. Apparently the
powers-that-be around the station decided that it would be
fun to broadcast both the Hoyettes as well as the Hoyas
contests with the Rams. Mel Drozen (Coll. '71) was to do
the girl's play-by-play, but to make it even more fun for
bemused listeners, Hoya sports buff and polo whiz Charley
Impaglia was lined up to provide the color commentary.
For those of us privileged to have listened to c.r.'s piercing
wit at board meetings and similar gatherings, it was indeed
terrible news when the tower crashed to the turf. It's like
missing Warner Wolff's coverage of the Buckingham Palace
Annual Garden Tea Party and Flower Show or something.

Sportshorts
In sportshorts this week, Washington Senators owner

Bob Short was searching far and wide in his talent hunt to
plug the gaps on his version of the Hoyette softball. After
passing up such prominent candidates as Georgetown
infielder Ziggy Zeitler and pitcher Tim Mercier, Short
announced last week that he was settled on one Tomas
Gamba, a refugee from the Cuban Winter Leagues. Gamba,
playing for Camaguay 's Condors, is a stand-up doubles
hitter, and last season batted .209 and fielded about the
same. Be is reportedly asking for a contract in the vicinity
of two million pesos or a season's pass to Dunbarton,
whichever comes easiest.

Steve Dean
would rather play outside

watch the baseball games anymore. The kids used to
throw rocks and beer cans on the field if we were
losing." Steve feels that sports aren't emphasized
enough at Georgetown, except, of course, if there's a
winning season. Where the old animal section used to
be encouraging, it's now almost detrimental. Steve
cited the harassing basketball fans have been giving
Dick Zeitler, shouting to pull him out as soon as he
went in. "Dick would play well on the road trips, but
he would get rattled in front of the home crowd."

In spite of school and his other activities, Dream
still finds time for an occasional game of whist. He
and roommate Ed McNamara claim to be regional
champions.

Steve summed up his feelings about his job as
manager. "I've really enjoyed it and the guys are
great. I also feel that the job is good experience for
my career. All in all, it's been a really great four
years."

junior, next year, and Giesen has an medley swim (2 :17.5). He will
excellent chance to do very well." enter the 200-yard and 400-yard

Giesen, from St. Mary's High in individual medleys, having met
Manhasset, N.Y., holds the GU both qualifying times of 2:09 and
record in the two events he will 4 :54.
enter, the 50-yard and 100-yard
freestyles. He set the University The last Georgetown represent
50-yard mark last season as a junior ative to the ESIS Championships
with a :22.5 clocking and has (sponsored an? conduct~d by the
equalled that time twice this Eastern Collegiate Athletic Confer
winter. He established the 100-yard ence) was La!ry Hauser, a 200-yard
standard with a :49.7 time in the backstroker, In 1962.
Hoyas' last dual meet with Amer- Individual and team champion
iean University (Feb. 24). ship will be awarded at the

Donovan, from Duluth, Minn., conclusion of competition. Yale has
East High, holds the Georgetown captured the team trophy for the
mark for the 200-yard individual past eight years (1962-70).

,

:-' In Eastern Championship

Rounding up the ends and odds of basketball last week, both the Hoyettes and the intramural leagues were
winding down their seasons. Above, left, guard Seton Wall maneuvers downcourt against Fordham's Ramettes
in a 31·19 victory. On the right, SFS Dean Peter Krogh (foreground, striped shirt, mouth agape) drops a layup
for the Bare Facts, a freshman team which he hopes to lead to the" B" League championship. (Photos by Tom
Hannan)

by Mary Pat Michel
If you wanted to talk to someone about sports at

Georgetown, someone who knew a lot beyond just
statistics, the person to see would be senior Steve
Dean. Steve, a Maryland resident, not only has

.\ followed Hoya sports since he was a kid, but also has,
for the past four years, served as manager of both the
Georgetown baseball and basketball teams. "Dean the
Dream," as he is known (not to be confused with Mr.
Meminger of Marquette), has the inside information
on sports, and his inimitable narrative style makes
listening an enjoyable experience.

Back at Good Counsel in Wheaton, Dream, an
English major, was sports editor of his high school
paper. In addition, he managed the basketball team
there. An avid fan, Steve much preferred the freedom
of sitting on the bench to the stifling role of an
unbiased scorekeeper. Once, while keeping score, he
voiced some comments to the referee, questioning the
man's intelligence and ability regarding a decision.
Steve almost succeeded in incurring a technical foul
and getting removed from the scorer's table. Steve

~ also has done some reporting for The HOYA, and
hopes to continue writing sports for a newspaper
when he graduates from Georgetown this June.

Being manager of the basketball team has its ups
and downs, according to Dream. "It's a great

r,1_.. · opportunity to go to the big tourneys and see the
, good games." But there are hard times, such as the
.. NYU game, when John Connor's uniform was
. somehow left behind. Or in Florida when a forgotten

I"
~
'~:' scorebook necessitated running all over town trying
f to locate another one.
~ As much as Steve likes basketball, he prefers

~
~f_.' baseball. "I think everyone would rather play outside

on a beautiful day than in the gym." Commenting on
the coming spring season, Dean explained that the
team is a lot better than last year's. "Last year we got

t off to a bad start. The first nice day we were able to
~" practice outside was the day before the opener. We've
I: also got more scholarships this year." Some of the
f:::. competition the Hoyas will be meeting this spring will
. be Navy, William and Mary, and, of course, the
r; Maryland Terrapins.
S The pitching staff will include Tim Mercier, Ray
t

l
:O'Brien, Ed Stakem and Pete Jaroway. Steve also
,. complemented freshmen John Lacci, Leo Slavin, and
I' Jim McNamara .. Unfortunately the team will lose ace
L pitcher Mercier, number two hitter Rich Binetti and
l' Captain Dick Zeitler, among others, with graduation.

l W Steve's one big complaint is Georgetown's fans.
1 "The fans aren't consistent. No one comes out to
i~

l The last time Georgetown Univ
i ersity swimmer competed in the

I
:Eastern Seaboard Intercollegiate
I' Swimming Championships was niner years ago, but this season, two

Hoyas will swim in the events.
, Co-captains Bill Giesen and
~ David Donovan will represent

dl Georgetown at the 31st annual
championships March 11-13 at the
University of Pennsylvania.

"This is the first time in the five
years I've been at Georgetown that
we've had swimmers of the calibre
of Giesen and Donovan," said head
coach John "Jake" Hengstler. "The
experience will help Donovan, a
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Rams Down Hoopsters, 81-68

They may have run out of gas at the end, but at least the Blue and Gray
put up a fight against nationally-ranked Fordham a week ago. Above,
co-captain Bob Hannan attempts a desperation shot with less than three
minutes to go and the Hoyas down by seven. (Photo by Tom Hannan)

Magee: No Longer Moses
Fans of all kinds applaud what

they like most and the contrast
could not have been greater be
tween the marvelously mobile and
versatile NIT squad and this year's
outfit which was destined for small
deeds and a humiliating 12-14
record. No one expected such a
disastrous outcome, least of all
Magee. When informed last Nov
ember that a national magazine had
picked Georgetown for 14th in the
country, the Hoya head coach
flippantly asked, "Who are the
other 13?" Well, at last count there
were at least 14 teams ahead of the
Hoyas - St. Joseph's, St. John's,
Navy, Wake Forest, Creighton,
Seton Hall, Loyola of Baltimore,
Penn State and so on.

In truth, Georgetown's losses
were team efforts and they were
enough to give poor Magee perman
ent creases in his forehead. "I just
overestimated our potential," said
Magee. "We just didn't approach
this year with the same mental
attitude as last year. There was a
lack of motivation and team feeling
and I take the blame. It's my ship
and the captain's responsible."
However, co-captain Don Weber
does not quite agree with his coach,
"I'd say the fault for the season was
about 60-40. The team was re
sponsible for 60 percent of the

(Continued on Page 13)

than he had all year. As a team
Georgetown hit on 15 of 29 floor
attempts. Yelverton had 15 points
at the half to lead the Rams.

The Hoyas were disappointed in
their loss and agreed that they had
run out of gas in the waning
moments. Co-captains Weber and
Bob Hannan both stated that "we
were dead tired at the end." The
loss dropped the Hoyas' season to a
dismal 12-14 mark but the game at
least raised the spirits of the fans
who were happy to see the club
perform near its potential in the
final game of the season. Although
they ran out of gas in the closing
minutes it was nice for a change to
see the big Blue and Gray machine
run smoothly - if only for awhile.

that promised land. Last Thursday
night as the 1970-71 Hovas typical
ly faded in the stretch against
hard-nosed Fordham, one Me
Donough banner curtly told the
now less lovable Magee "Back to
B.C., Jack." It's a frontrunning
world.

In the Fordham game, which
was the preliminary to the boys'
varsity game, the Georgetown HoY
ettes won 31-19. The Hoyet.tes
never trailed. Towards the end of
the first half, Fordham came within
two points for a 15-13 half-time
score, but never again posed any
problems to the Hoyettes.

Seton Wall was high scorer in
both contests with 14 points in
each game. In the Marymount
contest Pam Patterson was second
highest scorer with eight points,
while Rita Nannini with seven
points shot 100 percent from both
the field and line, despite a cracked
knuckle.

On Saturday, March 13, the
Hoyettes will close their regularly
scheduled season against St.
Joseph's College of Philadelphia.

mates wore the Hoyas down and in
the end ran them into the ground.
The win was no breeze for the
Rams as it appeared that the home
crowd would inspire the Hoyas to a
stunning victory.

The Rams and Hoyas traded
buckets and leads throughout the
first half with the margin separating
the two teams never exceeding four
points. The Hoyas went into the
intermission trailing by three
points, 38-35.

Leading the way for the Hoyas
was Laughna who had hit on all
eight of his field goal attempts and
on his only free throw try for 17
points. Don Weber added eight
points and ran the offense better

Hoyettes Thrash Ramettes
Publicity Sweetens Victory

by Pat Quinn
Contributing Editor

The wind blew differently this
year. One basketball season ago,
Georgetown was headed for the
NIT and Coach Jack Magee was
being hailed as a "lovable, flip
Moses" for leading his team into

by Libby Heshin
The Georgetown Hoyettes en

countered a week of surprises this
past week. Its first surprise was
their loss to Marymount 42-38.
Despite a terrible first half, the
Hoyettes rallied in the second, only
to experience a crushing loss as a
result of their failure at the foul
line.

The second surprise was the
profusion of news coverage con
cerning the team. WTOP-TV taped
segments of the Fordham game and
an interview with Coach Betty
Underwood which was shown on all
news shows by that channel on
Friday, March 5. However, tele
vision was not the only mass medium
to publicize the Hoyettes, with
both radio and newspapers men
tioning the team.

Fordham and not Georgetown.
After last year's unexpected so
journ to the NIT the Hoyas failed
to do the expected this year and
repeat the journey. Even with all
hopes lost for a winning season
Georgetown could have salvaged
considerable satisfaction with a
victory over the Rams. Despite
their outstanding team effort the
win was not forthcoming and the
reason was simple - Yelverton.

The Fordham All-America candi
date used all of his immense talents
in handing the Hoyas an 81-68 loss
before an excited capacity crowd
last Thursday night at McDonough.
Yelverton played both ends of the
courtwith reckless abandon and with
the help of his four other team-

the team back into third place with
a 2 :59.6 three quarter mile. Garth
McKay anchored with a 4 :08.4 mile
which kept the relay there.
Commenting upon this third place

In Season's Finale

by Jim Nagle
If Charlie Yelverton was one of

Cinderella's ugly step-sisters the
missing glass slipper would prob
ably have fit his foot perfectly. The
6-2 Fordham senior doesn't like
other people to come out on the
happy side of fairy tales.

Yelverton hit on 15 of 22 field
goal attempts, pulled down 12
rebounds, and held Mike Laughna
to four points in the second half,
just to keep the inspired Hoyas
from capping a disappointing year
with a storybook ending by
upsetting the ninth-ranked Ford
ham Rams.

The unhappy Hoyas learned that
the Cinderella team this year is

Show
Last weekend at Princeton's

Jawd Gymnasium, Villanova once
again won the IC4A indoor track
championship. However, there were
some new occurrences at the fast,
eight lap to the mile, tartan track.
First of all, there were some new
challengers for the team title. Penn,
Pitt and Manhattan all gave evid
ence that Villanova's dynasty might
be in trouble. Secondly, George
town had its highest team finish in
several years. This plus a high finish
by the freshmen distance medley
bodes well for the future.

In the meet, the Hoyas en
countered a great deal of adversity
but managed to come out all right.
First of all, hurdler Mark Doykos
easily qualified for the semi-finals,
but reinjured a hamstring, thus
eliminating him from further
competition. Then, a dropped
baton in the varsity distance
medley almost led to disaster. With
a fine 1 :54.6 lead-off leg, Ed
Zieminski brought the stick in third
position. However, the pass to Bill
Barrow was not made successfully.
By the time the Hoyas got going,
they were far back.

At this point, things looked
bleak indeed. Joe Lucas, showing a
great deal of determination, carried

" ,I" :~.

< .:-;::.::<.

Artie up for two
labeled 'a bust'

The highlight of the Manhattan game came at halftime when the graduating seniors on the team were
presented with plaques honoring them for their contributions to university athletics. Replacing the five (r. to
I., Don Weber, Ed McNamara, Bob Hannan, Dick Zeitler, and Tim Mercier) will be a major task for Jack Magee
next season.

McNamara passing off
all in a lost cause


